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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

AGE TWO
SO DECEPTIVE.

Santa Fe People Fail to Realize
the Seriousness,

IViany

A

Special Sale
BEANS

DYER PORK

THIS WEEK

THIS WEEK

Backache is so deceptive.
you
H comes and goes keeps
guessing.
Learn the cause then cure It.
Possibly it's weak kidneys.
That's why Doan's Kidney Pills are
s?o effective.
They're especially for weak or disordered kidneys.
Here's a Santa Fe case.
Manuel Delgado, 140 Canon St.,
was a
Santa Fe, N, Mex., says:
sufferer from backache and got so
bad that 1 couldn't work. I often had
to lay off for a week at a time. I tried
different remedies, but had no beneI got Doan's
fit. Finally,
Kidney
Pills and they were just what I needI recomed. They soon cured me.
mended Doan's Kidney Pills when
they helped me so much and I am
pleased to verify my endorsement.
haven't needed any kidney medicine
in three or four years, as the cure haB
lasted. "
Price f0
For snle by all dealers.
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United

!

ONE MORE CHAPTER Men Welcome

Mother's Friend

TOtfORY
PRESIDENT
WALL

WILSON
STREET

ROADS FIGHTING
DEFENDS

A Duty that Every Man Owes to Those
who Perpetuate the Race.

CALLS ATTENTION TO
SLUSH
RAISE

FUND

RAIL-

ft

THE CHICAGO CONVENTION.

(By Gilson Gardner.)
Washington, D. C, July lo There
is one more chapter to be added to
the lobby exposure, and President
Wilson would like the attention of the
investigating committee to this phase
of the matter. There is a Wall Btreet
slusli fund lobby devoted to securing
the kind of banking and currency legislation desired by Wall street. The
Aldrich plan was what brought the
organization together in the begin- ivng. Aldrich was its genius. He
tapped the public treasury for thousands of dollars while lie was in the
senate and later perfected
tbe organization
through national banks.
This lobby is as well organized as
lliat of the National Association of
Stales.
Remember the name Doan's and Manufacturers and quite as powerful
and widespread. It has been working
take no other.
under various aliases and is working
i.ew under cover. Its correspondence
WILSON A
would be just as Illuminating as that
POPULAR GIRL of the N. A.
I

ER GROCERY GO.
PHONE 40.

1

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Foster-Milbur-

i

si

BARTHOLDT

JESSIE

It is just us Important flint men should
know of progressive methods in advance of
motherhood.
The sufferlnu. pain and distress Incident to child-bearincan be easily
avoided by having at baud a bottle uf
Jli.tiier's Friend.
This is a wonderful, penetrating, external application that, relieves all tension
upon the mugclcs and enables them to expand
s.
without the pn iDful strain upon the
Thus there Is avoided all those nervous
;
the tendency to nausea or tnorn-ln- tr
'ickness Is counteracted, and a bright.
Runny, happy disposition Is preserved that
rcf!' , ts wonderfully upon the character and
temperament of the I i t tie one soon to open
Its rveg in bewilderment at the Joy of his
mi can
arrival.
obtain a bottle of
"Wi. flier's Friend" at any drujr store at
Sl.Ofi. and It will b the best dollar's worth,
you ever obtained.
It preserves the mother's health, enables her to mnke a quick
and complete recovery, and thus with renew
strength she will eagerly devote
herseM' to the care and attenllon
which
mean so much to the welfare of the child.
Write to the Brndfleld Regulator To., 129
Lamar ISIdg., Atlanta, G'a., for their valuable and instructive book of puldnnce for
expectant mothers.
Get a bottle of Mothers Friend

GIRL OF

1

7 ELUDES
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IF YOU ARE FISHING AROUND FOR RELIABLE HARDWARE JUST
COME TO US AND SEE IF WE CAN'T SHOW YOU JUST THE VERY
KIND YOU WANT. OH; WE ARE CONFIDENT WE KNOW WHAT OUR
YOUR
CUSTOMERS DESIRE; AND WHEN IT COMES TO GETTING
MONEY'S WORTH IN QUALITY AS WELL AS QUANTITY. WE CAN
GIVE YOU THAT, BECAUSE WE KNOW THAT WILL MAKE A FRIEND
AND CUSTOMER OF YOU. WE CAN'T AFFORD TO GIVE YOU LESS
THAN YOUR MONEY'S WORTH.

WOOD DAVIS HARDWARE

COMPANY.

--

PHONE
FIU ABDUCTORS PHONE 14.
"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
may be a mere coincidence, but
Kensington,
k is a notable fact that in the list
heard with minfiled joy and
of congressmen
named by Colonel
Younstown, O., July 10. With her
that Miss Jessie Woodrow Wil .Mulhall
104 DON GASPER ST.
Telephone 9 W
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torn and her face scratched
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son, the
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upon for support for N. A. M. legislaWilson is to be married.
tion and to oppose legislation not de- l"na Guirioro, 17, a pretty Italian girl
of
v., reached her home 'af
Sho is just. Jessie in Kensington sired by that organization, there are ter jjeetoma,- from five men who tried
escaping
to 300 mothers whose meetings sho not any members of the Progressive to abduct her.
party.
Kdwin M. Gergal, the chauffer who
presided over three years while
at
the Lighthouse,
doing social work
The eastern trunk line railroads in whs forced to drive the automobile
Second street nd Lehigh avenue, and fighting an increase of wages asked in which the girl was carried off, aided
the girl to escape.
to hundreds of boys and girls who by trainmen and conductors,
have
When the kidnapers approached
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a
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which
circular
put
as
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they
her
to
know and
came
captain
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
four of the men became
Youngutown
stress
on
immense
total
of
the
wages
New Mexico Central and El Paso &
of their clubs.
and got out. Gergal and
fr'ghtened
which they pay annually.
ODS, Electricity plays a most imporTaking
Everybody in Kensington is sure their own
and doing a problem the girl overpowered the other man,
SANTA FE TO CLOUDCROFT, N. M., AND RETURN, $12.10.
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a
that Jessie will make the best wife i;. simple figures
tant part. The grandfather would
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division, the wages do not
in the country and they all know
and threw him put of the
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to
look
so
their
big.
According
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- machine.
that Frances Bowes Sayre is the cular the number of
on these
employes
of
and
in
the
man
world,
luckiest
On reaching this city, Gergal pui
em home and why all this light? To
roads is 6SO.O00. The total of wages
course he is not half good enough for
is approximately half a billion lie girl on a ear for home. Police
paid
make the home more homelike to make
their idol.
e searching for the five men.
dollars. This shows an average wage
wer
in
Kensington
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
Yesterday, many
Gergal told the police here he knew
oi $7:15 a year. It must be rememtelling stories of Miss Wilson's kind- bered also that this includes the clerks nothing of the errand of his passen-i.erfor father, mother and children. Good light
ness. The mothers of her old ' club, and
until they forced the girl to climb
The
highly salaried employes.
whom she addressed two weeks ago,
Into
the
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at
automobile
interurban
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
wage among the trainmen is
carnations average
white
showed
proudly
r.r- - doubt considerably
vet the of-- station iu Leetonia.
less,
desired.
which they had treasured as withered T.cial
reports of the bureau of labor) It will not
The
souvenirs of the occasion.
to
waste
you
pay
your
conclude that a man cannot live
keeper of the Lighthouse restaurant,
and support a family of five time writing out your legal form
Wiliam Alexander, showed a postcard decently
when you can get them already printon
a
of less than $900 a year.
salary
that Jessie had written him last sumed at the New Mexican Printing cere
For Rates and Full Information Call On or Address
most
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first
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mer from Spring lake. Everyone had
to
iu congress a defense of pany.
L. H GIBSON, T., F. & P. Agt., N. M. C. R. R..SANTAFE,
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Chicago convention which
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or EUGENE FOX, G. Pass. Agt., E. P. & S., EL PASO, TEX.
Taft was Richard Bartholdt, of SHAKE
INTO YOUR
SHOES
jused to give cheery advice and soothe St. Louis. "On
my honor as a mem- heartaches and help the young and oi l
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he
this
slated, "nothing Aeu,s Foot.Easei the anti8epUc pow.
body,".
over rough places.
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a delicious healthful food for grown
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244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.
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Repairs your Furniture right.
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TYPE
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your-StADDRESS,
regards
"There's a reason," and it is explainLouis friends, I am,
In fact, does this an! and many more
ed in the little book, "The Road to
Sincerely yours,
things in exchange for real money.
Wellville," in pkgs.
RICHARD BARTHOLDT, M. C.
Ever read the above letter? A new
SANTA FE. N. M.
Telephone 157 W.
one appears from time to time. They
Work for the New Mexican. It 1b
:
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
License Numbers, M-4Day or Nijht Phone, I JO Main.
All Work Guaranteed.
Reasonable.
Prices
are genuine, true, and full of human (forking for you, for Santa Fe and
Next Door to Postoffice.
Linterett.
the new state.
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NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
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SANTA

THURSDAY, JULY 10, 1913.

BENEFIT CONCERT
GIVEN AUGUST

Ugh grade concert will be given In the
Scottish Rite Cathedral on the evening
ot August 1. Gertrude Concannon
will give a piano recital at this concert and another feature will be a
singer well known in the operatic
world. Of Miss Concannon, the Berlin Freie Deutsche I'resso says:
"Gertrude Concannon gave a concert in the Singakademis on Saturday,
assisted by the Philharmonic
orchestra, playing the Schumann A minor
concerta, the Hungarian Fantasie o?
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New York.
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('. ('. limey Stanley.
Alfonso FulglufZ, l.as Vegas,
S. M. .Martin, Las Vegas.
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being, as provided in said resolution,
hospital. This room must now be
'or in the
have and exercise
of Comparison.
Certificate
Alequipped so that sick children may
l.lszt and the Grieg concerto.
I'nitert States of America,
any and all powers of the Board of
and treated, funds are herd- though we are accustomed in Berlin
Directors which may be lawfully dele- Slate of New .Mexico. an.
ed. The department 1ms been assur- to judge very severely musically, we
d
nn-in the manaireinetit of tlio
that
the
is
Certified,
It
gated,
Fe
Hereby
Santa
wi'l
of
ed that the physicians
must confess that the artist
of
and
tlio
affairs
is
and
'ness
atid
a
true
full,
corporation
complete
gladly give a small portion of their herself in a most favorable
liufnt,
l
have the power to authorize t hi
transcript of the Certificate of
time each week in the dispensary.
results from her
showing
splendid
poration of Noswald Milling Company, jseal of the corporation to he affixed
Is it not better to reach out a help-instudy. Her technique is
t.o. 75110.) with the endorsements 'to all papers which may require It.
hand to an infant and start him on and we were
f
particularly delighted by
The Board of Directors and the
thereon, as i line appears on file and
the road to a healthy maturity, than her velvety and poetical touch. Hoc
record in the office of tlio State lecutive Committee shall, except as
perhaps to lose him entirely or see
applause was most deservedly
otherwise provided by law, have pow- Corporatlcmf Commission.
him maimed or invalided, surviving won from
her enthusiastic audience.
In Testimony Whereof, the Chair-i- , r to act. in the foLlow ing manner, viz :
alour
to
swell
of
the
population
only
The prices for this concert have
man and Cleric of said Commission .'. resolution in writing, signed as afready crowded hospitals and pub- been placed at such figures that everyhave
hereunto set. their hands and af- firmatively approved by all the memlic institutions?
concert.
one can enjoy this unusual
fixed the seal of said Commission, at bers of the Board of Directors, or by
We ask the public to support us in The swinging chairs on the main floor
the City of Santa Fe, on this Seventh all the members of the Executive Comthis work.
I
GETtlNG7
will be one dollar. The gallery seats
LEAVE
mittee, and thereafter with original
day of July, A. D. 191::.
For the b enefit of this enterprise a and the other seats below, will be but
Illtill II. WILLIAMS. or duplicated signatures Inserted in
Chairman the recorded minutes and properly
fifty cents.
Attest:
EDWIN F. COARD, Clerk.
dated, shall be deemed to be action
The difference between "The Summer
SKA la)
Everv Woman
by such hoard or such committee, as
Girl" and "The Summer Woman."
Articles of Incorporation of Noswald the case may be, to the extent there
Is Interested and should
While
former
is
the
a
having
"good
in expressed, with the same force ana
know about the wonderful
Milling Company.
time" the latter is too often dragging
Wlirlitrg Spraj
the undersigned, in order to effect us if tlio same had been dulv
Y'e,
nervous, run down, tired out,
Douche around
form a corporation for the purposes passed by the same vote at a regular- with aching back and weary limbs,
convened meeting.
hereinafter
mentioned, under and pur-MOften It Is
sleepless and wretched.
siiant, to the laws of the State of New
Subject to the foregoing provisions
Ask yourdrugrgtstfor
not female trouble, and
trouble
kidney
rt. If he cannot sup.Mexico, do hereby certify as follows: jibe
may prescribe the num- Foley Kidney Pills are a direct and
ply the MARVEL,
to constitute a quor
I.
ARTICLE
of
her
directors
accept no otner, out
The
positive held for the condition.
send stamp torbook.
Is um at their meeting, and such numname
of
The
the
corporation
Capital Pharmacy.
Marvel Co.. 44 E. 23d St.. M.T.
ber may be less than a majority of the
NOSWALD MILLING COMPANY.
whole Board.
ARTICLE II.
ARTICLE IV.
The principal office of the corporaThe amount of the total authorized
'
tion is on San Francisco Street, In the oanital stock of the corporation
is
town of Golden, Santa Fe County, New
dollars ($20,000),
thousand
twenty
r
W
is
Mexico, and Archibald D. Brown
which said stock is divided into
the agent therein and in charge there- twenty thousand (20,000) shares ot
of, and upon whom process against the par value of One Dollar ($1.00)
this corporation may be served.
each, and the said stock shall be nonARTICLE III.
assessable.
the
which
The objects for
corporaARTICLE V.
tion is formed are primarily:
addresses
The names and
ARRIVALS.
HOTEL
To make contracts, to purchase, of the
and the number
I CAN BUILD AN AIRSHIP THAT WILL CARRY
incorporators
lease, bond, option, locate, or other- ol shares subscribed by each are aa
wise acquire, own, exchange, sell or follows:
De Vargas.
mortotherwise dispose of, pledge
HOURS!
PERSONS ACROSS ATLANTIC IN
Herbert W. Clark, East Las Vegas,
J. M. C. Chaves, Abiuuiu.
gage, hypothecate and deal in mines New Mexico, 1,000 shares $1,000.
.M. P. Manzanares,
Ft. Sumner.
of
and
all
kinds
and mining claims
Katharine G. Sullivan, East Las Ve-AVIATOR LOUIS BLERIOT. Fleming Jones, Las Cruces.
ores, metals and minerals, oils gas gas, New Mexico, 1,000 shares $1,000.
C. J. Mapel, El Paso.
SHEPand coal, mineral lands, coal lands, oil
MAN WHO FIRST FLEW ACROSS ENGLISH CHANNEL TELLS
T. W. LaRue, East Las Vegas, New
M. G. Wasson, O. C.
water and Mexico, 1,000 shares $1,000.
timber lands,
CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED
lands,
HERD HOW TRANS-OCEAA. G. Jaffa, Trinidad.
water rights, and all other property
BUT HE IS NOT ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN DOING IT
ARTICLE VI.
Horace Harper, El Paso.
both real and personal, and to work,
The corporation shall keep at Its
E. n. Cornell, Alamosa, Colo.
mine
and
the
same;
develop
explore,
A. T. Rogers, Jr., Las Vegas.
registered office in this State one copy
sired to use some of the passenger-tennagand to deal in the products and by of the transfer books, which copy
(By William G. Shepherd.)
1). H. Smith, Denver.
surin
luxurious
0.
Louis lileriot, the
supplying
Paris, July
products thereof; to purchase, lease shall be deemed as original, in which
V. S. Delvin, Denver.
or otherwise acquire, erect, own, oper- tlio transfer of stock shall be regisfirst airman ever to fly across the Eng roundings for the passengers."
l
'
N. Fuller, Westborn, Wis,
"How soon, do you suppose, will
lish channel, has just told me some
ate, and dispose of, smelting and ore tered, and the stock books, which
Florence Fuller, Princeton, Mo.
saw shall contain the names and addresses
reduction works, oil refineries,
astonishing things about the possi- stch aeroplanes carry passengers
Nestor
Albuquerque.
Montoya,
mills and power plants; to do a gen- of the stockholders, and the number
across the Atlantic?"
flight.
bility of
The difference between $7.50 and $.00; fS.OO and $nt).()f);
M. L. Schutt, Albuquerque.
eral manufacturing and mercantile of shares held by them respectively,
One of the most astonishing is that
"Just as soon as there is a demand
$10.00 and $40.00; and so on up the line is the proved difference
M. Nevine, Albuquerque.
to own, handle and control which shall at all times
business;
he thinks it impractical, lileriot is as for such transportation. It is a probbetween the salaries of men before and after receiving I. C. S
during the
and
II. A. Woodruff
wife, Long
inventions and fran usual hours of business be open to
letters
patent,
of
in
the
an
mathmatics
not
of
commercial
of
lem
expert
great
demand;
training.
Beach, Calif.
chises; to purchase, own, hold, can the inspection of a stockholder in
aviation as he is in the art of actually aeroplane building. Hut I do not think
Ifs a fact. The International Correspondence Schools have
Montezuma.
cel and
shares of Its own person with respect to bis interest as
thousands of unsolicited letters telling of exactly such increases in
hcndling a machine, lie is a scientist, that aeroplanes will ever take the
Jno. Franklin, El Paso.
stock, and to own shares of the capi such stockholder, or for a purpose
who has not llown for two years, but place of ships, for I doubt their comsalary as a direct result of this training. Kvery month there is an
I'M. D. Fry, El Paso.
tal stock of other corporations, to germain to his status as such, upon
average of 300 men who voluntarily report success attained through
who spends all his time operating his mercial usefulness in cross oceans.
L. Trailer, Albuquerque.
issue bonds, notes, debentures and application in
I. C. S. training.
and
cu
writing to t.Vip registeruu
be
will
factory
experimenting.
P. M. Dolan, Taos.
depend
Airships
always
other evidences of indebtedness and ed agent of the corporation '"sharge
Wouldn't you like your salary raised? Wouldn't you like a
"Do you think it is possible to fly the weather.
Dr.
Taos.
Allison,
Dwight
same
to
secure
the payment of the
by of such office and having tw WStod?
mor? congenial position? Wouldn't you like to be successful?
across the Atlantic?" I asked him.
C. II. Alldredge, Tucumcari.
"It is a simple problem in mathemortgage, deed or trust or otherwise of such books; but the registered
Then mark the coupon today.
I would not wish to
but
St.
1).
Louis.
It.
"Perhaps,
no
Durrett,
matics.
and to exercise in respect thereto and agent may refuse permission to any
Suppose an aeroplane,
There's always a good paying position for the trained man.
E. S. Iiroadwell and wife, Espanola. to all shares of
try it with the aeroplanes we have matter how gigantic it is, has a speed
You know that.
capital stock and other stockholder to examine the same (exluck
of
the
best
very
today. Only
Miss Mary R. Hicox, Chicago.
of Kill miles an hour and suppose it
securities and obligations, any and all cept as to the entries affecting the
Then why not let the I. C. S. help you? It doesn't matter
could
a
miraculous
luck
flyer ercounters a wind of 120 miles an
get
J. F. Gaylord, Chicago,
where you live, what you do for a living, or how little schooling
the rights, powers and privileges of a shares owned by such stockholder)
across. An attempt would be full of hour. The result would be that the
N. V. Kislan, Boston.
natural person to act as agent, unless and until satisfied that such
you may have had. If you can read and write, the I. C. S. has a
trustee, broker, or In any other fidu examination and the information to
way to help you to success m
airship would travel backwards 20 J. S. MorriBon, Albuquerque.
W. E. Albright, Albuquerque.
miles an hour. You see the difference
ciary capacity; to borrow and loan be acquired thereby are for a legitiyour own home in your spare
lateraanonal correspondence schools
IT. F. Kobinson, Albuquerque.
time without requiring you to
between a water ship and an airship is
money, and in general to do all things mate purpose, and not for a purpose
Pa.
Box
m, Scrantnn,
John Damoti, Reading, Pa.
give up vour present position.
necessary or convenient to the proper hostile to the interests of the incor
that the ocean in which the water ship
on
t
without
my
Please
further
ohligntlon
explain,
will
The I. C. S. method
H. W. Kelly, Las Vegas.
conduct of the business of the cor- poration of its individual stockholders,
sails always remains stationary."
ti.irt, how I can qualify for the position, tra.ie, or t
(
B. F. Criswell, Albuquerque.
quickly enable yon to earn a t profession before whith have tnarkud X.
poration in any part of the world.
"Within a very few years," he conand the determination of the register
Electrical Wiroman
much higher salary at the occAutomobile Running.
To remunerate any person or cor- ed agent shall be final, conclusive and
1). T. White, El Paso.
"a
Electrical Engineer
cluded,
aeroplane'
Farming
Poultry
Mechanical Draftsman
upation of your choice just as it
in
Bookkeeper
II. L. Bickley, Raton.
poration for services rendered,
that is safe in ordinary weather mayMechanical Engineer
binding upon all stockholders and all
Stenographer Man
has already enabled thousands
Telephone Expert
Advertising
placing or assisting to place, or guar- persons claiming under such stock
be built, but the man who crosses the
LASALLE.
Show. Card Writing
Stationary Engineer
of other poorly paid but ambiTextile Manufacturing
Window Trimming
anteeing the placing or underwriting holders.
Atlantic in the ordinary aeroplane of
Civil Engineer
R. L. Hubbard, Alamosa.
Commercial llluatrat.
tious men to succeed.
or any of the shares of the stock of
Industrial Designing
Building Contractor
ARTICLE VII.
O. T. Taylor, Stanley.
today must be an exceptionally brave
Architect
Mail the coupon today the
Architectural Drafts.
the corporation, or any debentures,
of existence of this com
Concrete Construtl'n
The
f
Spanish
Chemist
period
too
a
and
H.
Henton
it
all
and
will
lucky
flyer
Shows.
H,
miraculously
C.
S.
I.
wife,
Trench
gladly explain
Plumbing, Steam Eitt'g
bonds or other securities of the cor- pany shall be fifty (50) years.
Languages 1 German
Mine Foreman
1
to
much
be
G.
true!"
Banking
so,
F.
a
fear,
without charging you
King, Chicago.
penny.
Mine Superintendent
Civil Service Italian
poration, or in or about the formation
ARTICLE VIII.
or promotion of the corporatin or in
The corporation reserves the right
Remember: The Business ol
of
its business.
the conduct
to amend, alter, change or repeal any
The following clauses shall be con- ptovision contained in this certificate
this Place is to Raise Salaries
MEN WHO WILL TAKE PLACE OF
St. c? .Yo..
strued as objects and powers, but no in the manner nor or hereafter pre
recitation, expression cr declaration scribed by statute for the amendment
. 5faf
I. cay- of specific powers or purposes herein of the certificate of incorporation.
U.
FORMER
ATTORNEY
M'NAB
LOUIS BLERIOT.
enumerated shall be deemed to be
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we have
exclusive but it is hereby expressly hereunto set our hands and seals this
of
in
favor
"odds
with
many
danger,
declared that all other lawful powers 3rd day of July, A.
1913.
failure and death."
NEW U. S. DISTRICT ATTORNEY A ND SPECIAL PROSECUTOR WILL not inconsistent therewith are hereby
HERBERT W. CLARK
(Seal)
"Why would it be dangerous?"
AND
TRY CASES OF RICH
INFLUENTIAL
THAT
DEFENDANTS
included.
KATHER1NE G. SULLIVAN (Seal)
Atthe
of
waters
on
the
"Because,
McNAB COLLECTED EVIDENCE FOR.
In furtherance and not in limitation
T. W. LA HUE
(Seal)
lantic, the flyer would have to alight
ct the powers conferred in statute, the State of New Mexico,
secure
to
beside ships several times
board of directors are expressly auCounty of San Miguel. ss.
thorized:
frel, and how could he be sure that he
On this Ilrd day of July, A. D. 1913,
would find the ships. Even if there
To hold their meetings, to have one before me, the undersigned, a notary
were a string of ships 200 miles apart
to
or more offices, and
keep books of public in and for the said above
and that is not a long distance for a
the corporation within or, except as county and stale, personally appeared
m
otherwise provided by statute, with Herbert W. Clark, Katherine G. Sulflight In these days how
out the State of New Mexico, at such livan and T. W. Larue, to me person
could he find his way from one ship
to the next? There is no known way
places as may from time to time be ally known to be the persons whose
designated by them.
names are subscribed to the foregoing
by which an aviator can follow a trail
To determine from time to time instrument and who signed the same,
across the Atlantic; his compass
whether, and, if allowed, under what and each for himself and not one for
might show that his machine headed
conditions and regulations the ac- the other acknowledged that he signfor America and the west, but, in re- since March 1, 1912, in the
counts and books of the corporation ed, sealed and executed the foregoing
eitiy, the moving air might be carry
shall be open to the Inspection of the instrument as his free act and deed.
ing the flyer southward, without his
number of direct branch
stockholders and the stockholders'
Witness my hand and notarial seal
knowledge, away from the next ship
offices of the Remington
rights in this respect are and shall be the day and year in this certificate
that he is seeking. It would be much
restricted and limited accordingly, above written.
the same as being lost in a desert!"
and no stockholder shall have any
F. O. BLOOD,
Typewriter Company in the
"But would it be possible to build
right to inspect any account book or
Notary Public.
ai areoplane that could carry enough
document of the corporation, except (NOTARIAL SEAL)
fuel for a
flight across the At-as conferred by statute or authorized My commission expires Dec. 24, 1916.
Ian tic?"
"
by the board of directors, or by a resoENDORSED:
The imnortance of this fact to
Bleriot.
said
"Now you're talking,"
lution of the stockholders.
No. 7599. Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 6, Page
and
"If I had the money and there was
the typewriter user lies in the. expansion
To make, alter, amei;d, rescind the 225. Certificate of Incorporation of
a commercial demand for it 1 could
s
of the corporation, to fix, de NOSWALD MJLLING COMPANY.
development of Remington Service. Efficiency.
build an aeroplane within two years
termine from time to time and vary
Filed in office of State Corporation
The two factors of Remingtoi?
l.tat would cross the Atlantic ocean
the amount to be reserved as work- - Commission. July 7, 1913; 9 A, M.
1
one
The
it
Service.
out
all
have figured
in 50 hours!
goes
ing capital, to determine the times for
EDWIN F. CO.VRD, Clerk.
Supremacy are Quality and
and made all my calculations."
the declaration and payment and the Compared .1. J. O. to M. H.
with the sale ; the other follows the sale. The one
amount of each dividend on the stock, State of New Mexico,
"How many persons would such an
MATT 1. SULLIVAN who will be
is in the machine; the other is back of the machine.
to determine and direct the use atid
County of Santa Fe. ss.
carry?"
aeroplane
And both are essential to the permanent satisfaction
special prosecutor in the Western
disposition of any surplus or net
I hereby certify that this instru"It would easily carry two hundred
white
Fuel and the Camlnetti-Digg- s
profits, and to authorize and cause ment was filed for record on the 9th
of the typewriter user.
THOS. H. HAYDEN, former mem- to
persons, in addition to the fuel!"
be
executed mortgages and liens day of July, A. D. 1913, at 9 o'clock
The great airman drew a pencil from slave cases. Sullivan achieved fame ber of the board of education of San
The great expansion of the Remington Sales Organization has
upon the real and personal property of a. m., and was duly recorded In Book
'
his pocket and made some hurried in the Ruef case after Francis Heney Francisco, who was recently appoint- the corporation,
advanced our service facilities beyond any standard attained or attainof Incorporations,
provided always that 2 of the records
ed V. S. district attorney, northern a
calculations.
was shot by an assassin.
able in the past. This service goes everywhere and it covers everything.
majority of the whole Board concur page 57, on this 9th day of July, A. D.
the
to
whether
of
take
would
"to
he
the
carbons,
district
in
ribbons,
said,
be,"
place therein.
California,
"My plan
typewriter service line,
Whatever your need
and the WestThe Caminetti-Digg- s
191,'!.
the means to supply that
have an aeroplane 6T 10,000 horseoj John L. McNab, recently resigned,
Pursuant to the affirmative vote of Witness my hand and seal of office.
nation-knowinspections, adjustments, rentals or operators,
cases
become
have
ern
Fuel
power. You see," he explained, "we
charging that McReynolds hampered the holders of a majority of the stock
need are bound to be close at hand if your machine is
M. A. ORTIZ,
because U. S. District Attorney him in his prosecution of rich and in- issued and
figure that every horsepower carries
outstanding at a stockCounty Clerk, Santa Fe Co., N. M.
.
McNab
asserting
and
so
recently
resigned,
fluential
defendants
our
'j.:,
MONARCH, SMITH PREMIER or REMINGTON.
intimating
big areoplane
pounds,
holders' meeting duly convened, to V I. ALARID, Deputy.
Atthat undue influence had been brought sell, transfer or otherwise dispose of
might weigh 220,000 pounds or 110 that undue influence had caused
to
order
General
toMcReynolds
to
torney
bear upon the attorney general by the property, including the franchises
tons. The engine and the fuel,
of the corporation as an entirety, progether with the necessary lubricating him to postpone prosecution of these people interested in the case.
BBAND.
defendants.
influential
vided always that a majority of the
oil, would weigh about 25 tons, l rich and
Lad!rI Ak jur UrnM-- far i A
emnot
waste
to
will
of
It
because
asserts
build
whole
a
yom
safe
Board
could
McNab
concur
that
that
therein.
pay
you
very
aeroplane
(Incorporate!)
I'llUio Kc4 and Uol4 meIUc
boxes, sealed witn Blue Ribbon.
To appoint additional officers of the
would weigh 40 tons, aside from the ployment of special prosecutors, the time writing out your legil forms
I llin tin nllio
Hii af
1645 Champa Street, Denver, Colorado.
them
more
40
tons
and the Western when you get
already printed corporation, including one or
engine, and this would leave
lU AMONI HKANll P1LI.&, for
one or more assistant
years known ax Best, Safest Alwavt kdlatil
foi the passengers. This would mean Fuel cases will now cost the govern- at the New Mexican Printing
i
SDLO BY riRUQGISTS EVERYWHUE- treasurers, and one or more assistant
about 200 pasengers, unless it was de ment $50,000.
1
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Today's Games.
National League
At Boston
.... 1
St. Louis
.... 3
Boston
Perdue
Harmon and Wingo;
Rariden.
,

Powell

SOUTHPAW

GREAT

BROOKLYN'S

PITCHER AND

beat De Borman by three

straight,

6--

"DEAD

HIS

CATCHER.

Injuries have laid low the Brooklyn
catchers and unless Manager Hill
Pahlen succeeds in picking up a good
receiver the Dodgers threaten to slip
down the National league stairway

Powell, the Canadian captain, drew
l
round of
first blood in the
the Davis cup preliminary, in which
He defeatCanada played Belgium
ed Chevalier de Bowman, the Belgian
second strong in three straight sets.
In the second singles match Schwengers, the Canadian champion, beat A.
(i Watson of Belgium three straight

10 13 1 RHEUMATISM AND THE HEART.
Don't overlook the grave fact that
0
5 11
Brooklyn
'
In
the
Brown and Kling; Rucker, Wagner, rheumatism easily "settles
and
disturbs
acthe
valvular
heart,"
Hall, Kent and W. Fischer.
tion. The cure consists in removing
the cause. Foley Kidney Pills so tone
At New York
'
up and strengthen the kidneys that
3 9
Chicago
they keep the blood free of poisons
2 10
New York
nnrt nrtn. nnM nrvalnlR
ttint figtma
Smith and Bresnahan; JIuthewson rheumatism, swollen
backache,
sets,
joints,
Wilson.
Canada finished with two matches and Meyers,
urinary irregularities and disturbed
heart action. Try them. The Capita
ii: hand the first day's play iu the
At Pittsburgh
of the Davis cup prelimPharmacy.
3 4 0
inaries against Belgium with every Pittsburgh .
2
2
10
It will not pay you to waste your
prospect of meeting in the final round Ph:';idelphia
out your legal forms
;t Wimbledon, the winners of the andT' Quillan and Simon; Chalmers time writing
when you can get them already printHawley,
United States series against Germany
Mexican
ed at the New
Printing
at Nottingham.
American League.
Company.
It. B. Powell and 11. P. Schwengers,
At Chicag- othe Canadian champions, won their
Work for the New Mexican. It is
2 9
matches against 11. De liormun and A. New York
working for you, for Santa Fe and
3
1
no
Chic:
G Watson, respectively without
the
Smith the new state.
and
WVrhop, McConnell
loss of a single act, Powell winning
Rus.-- II and SchaJk.
and
by
Swengers by

Cincinnati

At St. Louis
Boston
fill 2
2 2 2
St. Louis
Foster and Thomas; Baumgardner
ami Agnew.

OFFICIAL STANDING OF
AMERICAN LEAGUE CLUBS.
Chicago, 111., July 10. I. M. Howe,
official statistican of the American
league gave out the standing of the
clubs today, including games of yesterday as follows:
Won. Lost. Pet.
Club.
19
55
.743
Philadelphia ,
IS
30
.615
Cleveland
43
35
.551
Washington
43
37
31
31

thirago

ilioston

Si. Louis

Detroit .
New York

1

f

first
Brooklyn's
string
catcher, is laid low with a broken
wrist as the result of trying to block
lleinie Zimmerman at the plate when
theDodgers were in Chicago and will
not be able to play for several weeks.
is
iNap Rucker, the gret
with a winning team for the first time
since he joined Brooklyn. Rucker is
in the National
the greater
league and one of the very best in the
game. He pitched consistent ball for
the team even in the days when
Brooklyn was always in the second division. Now, the team Is "playing the
game" behind him and Rucker is
showing just how classy a pitcher he
really is. His performance in shutting out the Giants with four hits was
one of the nicest bits of pitching stager" in the National league
this
Erwin,

fa I
h$l
AsS

Gmmmm..--

1

Of
lwd
tliyw

Be

J.

21

30
30
51
51
52

I

.507
,3ffi
.378
.288

ANNOUNCEMENT!
MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
Proprietor of the
MONTEZUMA
Has Engaged

BILLIARD

at

PARLORS,

a Great Expense,

MARCUS CATTON,
of tbe Famous

Son

"BILLY" CATTON,
who will manage his billiard parlors and Instruct those desiring to
learn the game. All new tables,
new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
lounging room for those who cater
to the pastime.

EVKRYONE

Sjfol

I

WELCOME!

THE AMERICA

'

'ABS.

jlx-

WATER MAHK

-

(trade

mark-wate-

r

mark

IF YOU BUSINESS MEN
only realized the business-buildin- g
power of first-clastationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
ss

AppelPs

i

South
African
Water
Bag

WINDS DELAY
FLYING BOAT
RACERS TODAY

t

I

VWXBBAt

j

And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
10091 efficient, you would specify

compos

efficient
Guaranteed 100
take no subititute
Will positively keep wateicool
for 48 hours in the shade or
sun. Constructed on a simple
scientific principle. Will withstand the severest kind of field
use. Is a boon to the stockman, surveyor, miner, farmer,
prospector and traveler. Is
used by the U. S. Gov't. Is
durable light sanitary and
convenient to carry.

'

FOR SALE BY ALL
DEALERS EVERYWHERE

FAST

Made by

Adam Appell Water Bag Co.
Portland, Oregon

(Fac-Simi-

Water-Mark- )

The De Luxe Business Paper
because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality

character

impressiveness, and all that makes stationery

really productive.

Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
difference.

e

Let us show you samples.
NEW

MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY. AGENT8.
Santa Fa. N. M.

o

e

BASEBALL.

400-poi-

Standing of the Clubs.

BOXING

MADE

SAFE, IF NOT SANE,

FACE AND TUMMY

PROTECTOR

semi-fina-

1

! all mm liteli!tsiv I

I

It w it

1
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h

Where They Play Today

Semi-Flna-

semi-fina-

semi-final-

I

il

At Milwaukee

.

Macatawa Bay, Mich., July 10.
Heavy winds and high seas caused
Havens to change his mind about getHe
ting an early start from here.
said, however, that he would attemm
his flight late this afternoon if the
wind abated. Francis is in the same
condition at South Haven.
NAP RUCKER AND CATCHER MILLER.
Start Delayed.
Chicago, July 10. High waves on
the beach off Roberts'ville, Indiana, today threatened to delay until this ev
and touch and he fast forged ahead of AMERICANS
CATTON WINS
Walter
ening or early tomorrow,
his opponent, although Quimy canio
GAME FROM QUIMBY back
Johnson's attempt to catch up with
WIN IN TENNIS
in his innings with some master
aviator.
the Chicago-Detroi- t
fill shots which brought down the
S
SEMI-FINALRepairs to Glenn Martin's machine
Last night at the Montezuma Bil house. It was the first time in years
which was wrecked in a practice spin
match has been play
liard Parlors, Frank Quimby, of Albu that a balk-linNottingham, England, July 10. Mau- the
day before the race started, are
in
and
Fe
were
Santa
there
ed
many
rice
and
Norris
K
R.
Mclaughlin
querque, who is also the agent of the
to see just how the game was Williams both won their lawn tennis complete and only the heavy sea precurious
Brunswick-Balkvented his stating.
people, crossed cues played. Catton made a grand average matches
Germans,
today from the
with Champion Catton in a
of a little less than 14, which is near Otto Froitzheim and Oscar Kreutsser,
talk-linwhile Quim-by'- s and placed the United States team in
game. The rooms championship billiards,
were crowded and those attending
average was 7. Cntton's high a favorable position for winning the
semi-nua- l
round of the Davis
cup.
were treated to a beautiful exhibition runs were 92 and 66, while those 6T
were ;i8 and 02.
It is only now necessary for the
Quimby
of the gentleman's game.
Next Monday evening another ex- American players to win one more
Right off the reel it was seen that hibition with a local expert will be match of the three still to be played
National League.
iu order to advance into the final
Catton had again mastered his stroke pulled off at S o'clock.
Won. Lost. Pet.
Club.
where they will meet either Canada
.681
23
49
:ew York
or Belgium,
.594'
28
41
McLoughlin had Ihe more difficult Philadelphia
.526
36
40
task. He lost his first two sets to Chicago
BY Froitzheim,
.500
35
then won three straight Brooklyn
35
and the match by his superior last- Pittsburgh
.4S6
38
36
.438
32
41
Boston
ing power.
Williams won from Kreutzer three St. Louis
.413
44
31
sets to one.
.377
48
29
Cincinnati
Rain was falling heavily when Williams and Kreutzer went out to start
American League.
the first match of the series, but the
Won. Lost. Pet.
Club.
weather cleared before the warming
.743
19
55
Philadelphia
up was over.
30
48
.615
Crowds of lawn tennis enthusiasts Cleveland
.551
35
43
reached this city last night and early Washington
.544
36
43
Chicago
to
l
attend the
round
today
.507
36
37
to be played here today, tomorrow Boston
.380
32
51
and Saturday between teams repre- St. Louis
.383
31
50
senting the United States and Germ Detroit
.2S8
52
21
any in the preliminary contests for the Nsw York
selection of a team to challenge Eng
land for the Dwight F. Davis interAmerican Association.
national trophy.
Club.
Won. Lost.
The United Slates team is composed
35
Milwaukee
..50
of Maurice E. McLoughlin of San
Louisville .
..43 39
of
Francisco; K. Norris Williams
..44 41
Kansas City
Philadelphia and Harvard University,
..40 41
Harold H. Hackett of New York, and Minenapolis
Paul
St.
.
..37 42
Wallace F. Johnson of Philadelphia
Toledo . .
..36 48
as reserve.
..31 48
The German team consists of Otto Indianapolis
Froitzheim, Oscar Kreutzer, Friedrich
Western League.
Wilhelm Rahe, and Emelich Klenins-rotWon. Lost. Pet.
and is regarded hy experts as
Club.
.692
much stronger than tins team which Denver
,.54 ' 24
.557
defeated the French players in the Des Moines .
,.44 35
.551
preliminaries at Wisbaden June 4 and Lincoln
,.43 35
5.
37
.532
..42
St Joseph . ...
Williams won the first set in his Omaha
.513
39
,.41
match against Kreutzer by six to four Sioux City . ...
.397
47
.31
.395
46
gftmes.
..30
Topeka
Williams won the second set by Bix Wichita
.366
52
.30
to two.
Kreutzer beat Williams in the third,
six to four.
Williams beat Kreut-.e- r
the fourth
set by six to one, thus winning the
Amercian League.
n.atch three sets to one.
New York at Chicago.
l
Other
Matches.
Boston at St, Louis.
Folkestone,
England, July 10.
Philadelphia at Cleveland.
While the United States and Germany
are playing their
l
round in
A STRAIGHT LEFT THAT DOES NO DAMAGE.
National League.
the Davis cup preliminary
tournato
two
is
Chicago at New York.
in
box
sections.
ment at Nottingham, the Canadian
Teaching boys and girls
Cincinnati at Brooklyn.
The protector. Brewster says, does and Belgian teams are fighting out
the hobby of Guy Otis Brewster, physs
ical Instructor of the public schools not interfere with freedom of move their
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia.
in the same compe
St. Louis at Boston.
ment and the pupils can swing, hook tition here.
at Wharton, N. J.
That his charges may get all possi- and lead straight rights and lefts,
Canada is represented by U, B. PoAmerican Association.
ble exercise out of the sport and not duck, block and side step with perfect well, B. P. Schwengers, J. p. Foulkes
be disfigured, Brewster has invented freedom, while the blows landing up- and G. H. Mayes, while the Belgian
Toledo at Indianapolis.
a wire protector for face, head and on the heavily padded wire guards in- team consists of P. DeBorman, A. G. Louisville at Columbus, two games.
body that looks like a baseball catch- jure neither the one punched nor the V.'atson, W. H. DuVivier and L,e Mnire
Minneapolis at Kansas City.
I St. Paul at Milwaukee.
de Varzee.
er's mask and chest protector built one doing the punching.

always

American Association.

At Columbus
(First game)
10 13 1
Louisville .
1 5 5
I (jlumbus
Powell and
Wheelef;
Severoid,
.544 Avers, Turner anc Smith.

National League.
New York, July 10. Secretary
of the National league this aft
ernoon announced the official stand- ing of the clubs,' including yester
day's games as follows:
Won. Lost. Pet.
Club.
49
23
.681
New York ,
41
28
.594
Philadelphia
40
36
.526
Chicago . . .
35
35
.500
Brooklyn .
36
38
.486
Pittsburgh .
32
41
Boston . . .
.438;
31
44
.413
St. Louis . .
29
48
.377!
Cincinnati .

Ads

,

'

g

25,000 fans.

New Mexican Want
bring results. Try it

j

with a dull thud.
Miller, who is carrying the burden
o the backstopping just now, is play-lewith an injured hand and is far
from fit, but, crippled though he is, he
played a wonderful game against the
Giants, throwing out every man who
tried to steal in the game which
Rucker won from Rube Jlarquard be- -

fore

'

Subscribe for the Santa Ti. New
Mexican, the paper that boosts all
the time and works for the upbuild
lng of our nw Statv

At Brooklyn

semi-fina-

GAME "

St. Paul
1 0 2
Milwaukee
7 10 0
Karger and James; Young and
Hughes.
At Indianapolis
Toledo
5 fl 3
0 3 I
and Indianapolis
James and Kruger, Willis; Morris
and Livingstone, Casey.

books either overcrowded limited shelf space or empty shelves
and waited for books. When one bookcase overflowed, a new
one was purchased, and its gaping shelves were gradually filled. That was
before the Globe Wernicke period in bookcases. Now, books and their
t shelves come together. The bookcase grows apace with the library. This is
the modern way of .building a library.. This is the
idea..

ONCE

Globe-Wernic- ke

New Mexican Prniting Co., Agents.

SANTA FE

THURSDAY, JULY 10, 1913.

Business

Your Patronage Solicited
;w.

President.

N. B. LAIGHLIN,

J.

FOR

B. LAMY,

E. GRIFFIN, Cashier

t.

PROPERTY

SALE-CI- TY

Modern Brick Cottage, 2 blocks from Plaza,
Room Modern Frame Cottage, 6 blocks from Plaza,
Room Modern Adobe Cottage, 2 blocks from Capitol,
Room Modern Brick Cottage, 3 blocks from Plaza,
Room Modern Adobe House, (double) rents for $45,

5 Room
5
6
6
10

FOR

SALE-RAN-

Price $3,800
Price 2,500
Price 3,000
Price 4,800
Price

Has No Office or Address, and Led
Many a Raid on 'Change Before His
Lobby Confessions Made Him Famous.
who
"The most amassing witness
lias appeared before the senate lobby
committee."
That is Washington's estimate of David Lamar, who has told
a strange story of lobbying for Wall
Street, of impersonating congressmen
and of alleged Union Pacific "graft."
To the extent of $S2,UOO,(KIO.O().
"The most unconscionable liar of
modern times" is what the Union Pa
cific attorney called him on the witness stand.
"The Wolf," is Wall Street's name
for him.
He has led many speculative ' hear '

5,000

the Tesuque Valley
Ranches in the Espanola Valley
3 Large Grants in the State

FOP PPMT J

1

(C. A. BISHOP)

LOANS

Phone, 189 J.
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico-

119 San Francisco St.,

Pretty Silk Petticoats in Plain Shades Only
Regular Price, $3.50

PHONE 180

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.

PERSONALS

INSURE WITH HAY WARD AND REST CONTENT.

WALL STREET.

the Postal Tele- Telephone
graph company if you do not get
your paper and one will be de- livered to you at one;.

Is This a Bargain

-

Denver & Rio Grande R. R.

Six-roo-

low-jes-

mSr

JOSEPH

B.

HAYWARD,

A1ND:

W

NEW MEXICO CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR UNION

SANTA FE, N. M.,

JULY 1st to 3d and
JULY 4th to 6th, respectively

For the above occasion the D. & R. G. R. R. will protect rate of ONE FARE for round trip from stations Farmington, Aztec, N. M., Durango,
Antonito, Colo., Espanola, N. M., and all
directly intermediate stations.

SELLING DATES:
From Farmington and Aztec, N. M., June 28th.
From Durango, Colo, (not including Antonito) June 29th.
From All Points South of Antonito, June 30th,

RETURN LIMIT, JULY 8TH.
WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,

244 SAN

SA1TTA IFE

- 3ST. HVE.

C. L. POLLARD,

L. A. HUGHES,

President.

FRANCISCOTF.

R.

Secretary.

J. CRICHT0N,
Manager & Treasurer.

Lumber and Transfer Go.
(INCORPORATED)

HBADQITARTEES FOR
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Build-inMaterials of Every Description.

AGENTS

FE FAMOUS

GENERAL TRANSFER

g

DAV1D

'a

ou"

DAWSON COAL

S. KAUNE

H,

BUSINESS AND STORAGE

Business

Phone

100 and 35 W.

Quality

& CO.

Governs

the Price

and Price the Quality

Solicited."!

BLACKBERRIES
as low
'in price as they
will be this season
Are now

SCHOOL OF MINES
COURSES OFFERED: Mine Engineering, Mining
Geology, Metallurgical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrica Engineering and Mechanical Engineering.
ADVANTAGES: Requirements fully up to those
of standard schools of mines everywhere; close
proximity to a great variety of mines and smelters,
where the various metallurgical processes are illustrated; salubrious climate; water famed for Its
"purity; good dormitory accommodatlonat low"cost

and Baggage
stocked. Best

j

,

'

For full information, or catalogue, address

THE REOISTRAR

NEW MEXICO SCHOOL OF MINES,

get.

Flour

Can Save
Telephone a Trial Order.
Buy and Sell

'

Phone
Cash.

J.

1

I

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
Galisteo St.
Mgr.,

iHENRY KRICKe

r

FRUIT

r.

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER

Jars

bo not wait

in

Santa

Ke.

UNTIL THE

Harry V. Kelly, of Las Vegas, arrived in the city last night for a few
days here to see how the new Gross-Ktll-

y

store

is getting started.
Colonel W. A. Fleming Jones, of
t.as Cruces, one of Dona Ana coun-

ty's leading good roads boosters,
in the city for a day or two.

is

CANNING

SEASON IS RIGHT UPON fOII TO BUY YOUR
FRUIT JARS.

GET

LY AND BE

SURE

EAR-

OF

GETTING THE PROPER
C. J. Maple, of Kl Paso, Texas, a
real estate dealer there, is in the city
SIZES.
WE HAVE A
today on legal business.
COMPLETE
LINE
IN
A. T. Rogers, Jr., a Las Vegas attorWe
give
you
ney, is in the capital on business before the supreme court.
for
M. L. Schutt, of Albuquerque, the
Duke City's most prominent confecPRESERVING -- AND - GANNIN6 tioner, Is spending a day or bo at the
Ancient City.
Airs. T. J. Sanford, wife of CorporaECONOMY.
tion Clerk Sanford. of the state correturned
yesterporation commission,
MASON,
day from an extended visit with relaLower In price. Impertives in Grant county.
A. L. Hull, of Oklahoma City, Okla.,
SEALFAST,
ial Valley Cantaloupes.
arrived in the city last evening and is
These are always fine.
SCHRAMM
visiting with his sister, Mrs. W. H.
Pope, of East Palace avenue.
Nestor Montoya, of Albuquerque,
WATERMELONS
probably the most proficient Spanish
We Also Have Extra Jar
Interpreter in court work, arrived
AND PEACHES,
Caps, Rubbers, Etc., For
here last night to interpret the arguAll Makes.
in
Garof
Garcia
vs.
ments
case
the
ETC
cia in the federal court, when they
begin.
Governor W. C. McDonald returned
Yesterday afternoon from a trip to
Orizozo and White Oaks, at which
EXTRA NICE CURRANTS
KAUNE & GO. la Tilace he was the speaker in the
H,
Fourth of July celebration.
f l fifpwnrt. sheriff of TiTdrtv nntin.
this morninS in niB auto for I THE MODERN CROCERYCO.
gpp
Dome laKUMC wim mm james ). uvnen
I
recently convicted of third degree' cHni'vivn n nruinnnruinnnruvinnuxn

to
advise
now
order
your

Entire Stable

Hay, Grain

us

SIZES OF

CANTALOUPES

etc.

SOCORRO, NEW MEXICO.

GENERAL LIVERY

ALL

SOCORRO, N. M.

-

1

dys

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

NEW MEXICO

HOT STOVE? :

THE STAR BARN

LAMAR.

raids. He has fomented strange sui'.'J
He is regarded
against, corporations.
as one of the most adroit plungers in
the "street." and is feared and hated
by many a bis financier.'
"He is remarkable," said Lamar's
"He can just make
wife one day.
He can make it
stock do anything.
go up or down, just as he wants to."
His Wall Stret acquaintances are
wondering now just what "his little
game" was in telling his storv in
whether it was the preWashington
liminary to another "bear raid," as
well as a thrust at, old enemies
But Lamar himself just laughs. He
(isn't sensitive. He even laughed when
Congressman Martin Littleton, in a
speech before the house of represent,
lives two years ago, called him "a
man of unsavory and unclean reputa
t'on and character."
Lamnr is said to have come from
Omaha, where he was a railroad advertising man 20 years ago. He started as a small speculator and became
man of Henry Hart,
the confidential
'
president, of the Third Avenue iluil
road company. There waB manipulation of stock and litigation and Hart
lost $5,000,000.
Next Lamar was known as James It.
Keene's "gum shoe man." Thsy both
imade money in United States Lsaihor
icommon stock. Before long E. H. a
charged that the "gum shoe
riman" was trying to hold him upon a
stock pool manipulation by Keene and
Lamar.
In 1902 Lamar was active In "bearHis
ing" the V. S. Steel corporation.
brother-in-labrought suit to enjoin
il from issuing S230.00O.0OO
bonds. An
acquaintance of Lamar's, who ran an
automobile shop, testified as an expert
oil steel manufacturing and later ad

Where
D-Y-

MANAGER,

JEWELER,

ASSOCIATION

SCHOOL

t.

fore-,'noo-

ANNUAL CONVENTIONS
SUNDAY

?

Xew York, July lu. -- The compreadobe house on Galisteo Street, with city water and elin
X hensive rise of the slock market
ectric lights; no bath. Lot 55x158 feet with a dozen bearing fruit
t lie
early trading today bore out. the
trees, chicken house and yard. Adobe barn in need of repairs. Two
contention of the "bulls" Stint the
hundred dollars added to purchase price of this property in way of
conhad
been
Interest
short
expended
Mr. iind .Mrs. Elias Clark, wlio liavs
repairs and improvements will greatly enhance value.
which
recent,
selling,
been guests of Mr. anil Mrs. l.eo siderably by
a
successful
the
at
made
drive
Price, $1,825.00. Reasonable Terms.
Hersi-breturned to their home in Al- "bears,"
culde yesterday.
of President Wil
Announcement
S. K. Hugenberger and II. R Cornier
train-hneof the New Mexican force, returned son's action to avert a strike of
railon
conductors
and
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
eastern
last evening from a week s absence
'
roads and Secretary McAdoo's assur
in Denver.
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE, HAYWARD HAS IT.
:xi
:x:
ance that government two per cent
.Mr. and .Mrs. Robert Sievensou rein
should
be
bonds
framing
protected
turned last evening from a week's
a new currency law were causes for
They made
outing in the mountains.
improved feeling. Cable advices
the trii to and from the camping the
were that prospects ror peace in the
place, biirrobaok and if personal ap- Balkans were better and London
pearances indicate anything, they had
bought, stocks here, principally Cana
plenty of sunshine and a genuine Idian Pacific, and Union 1'acitlc,
II
A
it.
time, roughing
declines were largely effaced by
L. B. ViekRoy lias returned from a
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
Pacitie
Canadian
today's upturn.
few day's absence in Denver.
run by electricity or alcohol? I have a fine
DISHES
above
live
(sold
points
yesterday's
one
V. il. Wood well, of Carlsbad,
of the Sterneau " Inferno," all high- assortment
list
the
from
fell
back
I
Although
of the county commissioners of Eddy
in
of
the
half
the
the
last
dishes, on which you can cook a
highest
chafingJ
grade
county is in Santa Fe on business afbecame dull on the re- ana me percolators wmcn win make a cup
medi,
fairs. Mr. Woodwell in company with action trading
and the. major portion of the
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
I
others, made the trip by the nulouio
was retained.
jadvame
bile route.
5
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
H. C. YONTZ,
Peter Dolan, tlie pioneer merchant
n,,,,,,
became
stagnant while
the
one
of
and
progressive flom. 0,M..ltoI.s aw;,j(ed a new impulse
of Taos,
citizens of the town located in one L a,.,iv, singulation. Scattered real-- '
(of the most beautiful valleys of the ixmg just about balance the new or- west, was in the city yesterday. re- - dr.rs.
home today. Mr. Dolan was
The Ilam'uuin stocks ran off over a
turning
j
initiated into the Elks last night, and point each, presumably on account of
was given the glad hand by all mem selling by disappointed holders who
bers. He was cordially greeted as expected that definite information rewell by his Santa Fe friends of whom garding the disposal of the $ss,0nn,0Wl
W. A. WILLIAMS, - - PROPRIETOR.
he has many.
I'nion Pacific holdings of Southern
Dr. Dwight Allison of Taos arrived Pacific would be disclosed at loday's
directors.
in the city last evening, attending the projected meeting of the
meeting of the Klks, of which organ-- When it became known that no
Hack
ReLines.
he is a member. Dr. Allison rum could be held, the reactionary ten-i- s
in
can
the Hurrima.ii
fast, becoming recognized as onejdency developed
Rigs you
of the leading surveyors of this sec- 'shares, which affected the whole mar-- i
SADDLE POMES.
TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
PROMPT SERVICE.
exhis
and
of
the
west,
tion
jket.
practice
The market closed heavy. New
tends throughout Taos county, and
Phone 139. 3 1 0 San Francisco St.
beyond Its limits. He is one of the York Central railroad declined a point,
old town's most popular citizens, as on Washington dispatches regarding
Senator N'orris' proposal for a con- well.
of gressional investigation of the at
Onecimo Martinez, a member
the leading mercantile firm of Arroyo tempted consolidation
of the New
Hondo, Taos county, was in Santa Fe York Central and Lake Shore. Pressure developed in other sections of
on business, yesterday.
Ac
Mrs. Adelia M. DeArcy, of Roswell, the list, particularly Chesapeake
arrived last night for a visit with her Ohio, which made a new low record,
son, 13. ,f. DeArcy, Associated Press UNFILLED TONNAGE
We
You Money.
OF STEEL CORPORATION.
operator for the New Mexican, and
214
New York. July 10. The unfilled
manager of the Postal Telegraph company's office. Mrs. DeArcy will also tonnage of the 1'nited States Steel
We
for
visit other relatives in this section of corporation as of June ISO, was 5.S07- 317 tons, a decrease of 517,00,") tons as
the state.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
-:- WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
J. M. C. Chaves, a prominent stock-- compared with the previous month,
who
has
Itio
Arriba
of
nan
comity,
Sugar Again Advanced,
Guaranteed Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
New York, July 10. All grades of
been spending several days in this
tititiiimiiimiii
ten
city left for his home at Abinuiu this relined sugar were advanced
cents a hundred pounds today.
morning.
Manuel Manzanares ' has returned
from a business trip of several days ScQoolof Dancing S Deponmcnf
- - 1 16
M. O'CONNELL,
in the neighborhod of Ablquiu.
Mrs. M. B. Baca returned yesterday Mrs. Test's Classes in Firemen's Hall
emu
from a two weeks visit with relatives Children's Class BeKins
Priduy, June 20. 3 I'. M
at Las Vegas.
" " 8 "
"
Adult Practice Class "
H. L. Diekley, of Raton, a promt Assembly TteKiiis Friday, June 20,9 lo .30 P.M.
Private Lessons. Fiinuy Uaneinif Tuutfht.
nent attorney of that city and city attorney for Raton, is in the city today
cn business before the supreme court.
nnnnsTuuvfsjrusiirJjiiriQ s
B. IT. liaca returned yesterday from
DISTRIBUTOR OF
a short trip to Wagon Mound.
S. Marshal A. 11. Hudspeth re- turned last night from an official trip
to the southern part of the state.
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
11
John Franklin, a well known El
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
Paso lawyer, is in the city on legal
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
business.
TELEPHONE 35 J
C. H. Alldredge, state senator from
Santa Fe, New Mex.
Quay county, is in the city from his
l'cme at Tuctinicari.
E. S. Broadwell and wife, of Kspa-rclarrived in the city yesterday and
will spend several days here.
5 pSi'KHHHBB
Dan T. White, of Kl Paso, a Pass
f'ity business man, is spending a few
j

MEXICO

$2.23

OUR SPECIAL PRICE.

WHY BE BAKED OVER

NEW

CO.

Silk Petticoats Special

j

n

O. C. WATSON & CO.
SURETY BONDS

60005

PHY

,

Four Room Modern Brick Cottages
Five Room Modern Brick Cottage

INSURANCE

j

SELIGMAN

ADOLF

;

MRS. W. LINDHARDT

II;

2 Ranches in
10

At Less Than Cost

TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:

PROPERTY

CH

1

Ready Trimmedj

HATS

That's What They Call Lamar, Who

CAPITAL $50,300 00
Does a General Banking

WALL STREET"

TRUST CO.

&

I

Mm itmnrnllCP.
a middle west senator was
lu
about to deliver a speech attacking
the slee.l trust on information supplied him by "Judge Lamar ". But he
learned more about the "judge" and
threw away his speech. And it is said
that a campaign for a bear raid on
steel by way of the senate was halted.
There is no record of Lamar's business or residence. He used to have
an office at uO Broad Street, but didn't
put his name on the door.
"He lives somewhere in Riverside
125 Palace Ave
drive," they say in Wall Street. "He
You
and
out
there.
here
just hangs
can never find him when you want murder there, but who was granted a
h'ni, and when you don't want him he's new trial.
Little Misses Florence and Kinil.v
sure to be around."
Montgomery of Cliff. New Mexico, are
visiting at the home of their undo,
T. ,f. Sanl'oid, of the corporation
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St. Paul, .
New York,
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$21.10 Colorado Springs,
16.35 Salt Lake, Ogden,
51.85 St. Louis,
51.85 Buffalo, N. Y . .

....

$18.15

40.00
47.35
66.45

78.85 Atlantic City, . . 79.35
On sale daily June 1st to Sept. 30th. Return limit, October
31st, except that to points east of Chicago and St. Louis
return limit is 60 days from date of sale.

CALIFORNIA
900.00
90.00

LOS ANGELES.

SAN DIEGO,

On
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SAN FRANCISCO,

OAKLAND,

sale daily, June 1st to Sept. 30th,

1913.

Return limit, October 31st,

SPECIAL EXCURSIONS
LOS ANGELES,
SAN DIEGO,

MU.aO

Dates of sale, June 30, July 1, 2,
Also on sale Aujust 22, 23, 24, 25,

C EQ

SAN FRANCISCO,
OAKLAND,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7.
26, 27, 28, 29.

CC
1913

(E

C

Return limit, August 31st.
Return limit, Oct. 22, 1913.
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on sale to many other points in the United States and Canada.
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GIVEN UNIFORM SERVICE
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The Pecos River the best trout
stream in the Southwest. The Valley Ranch offers the
best accommodations and best location for fishing.
f Booklet Free on Request

Every customer of this bank, regardless of the size of his account, re
ceives courteous and efficient personal attention and a careful consideration
cf his Individual requirements. Complete protection is afforded by United
States Government supervision, by the conservative management of a
Board of Directors and by the Bank's Capital.
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THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE
Surplus and Stockholders' Liability of Over $400,000.

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.
We Invite

THE VALLEY RANCH,

All of Today's Newo Today

Small As Well As Large Accounts.

Jorden, a natura'ist Juan were putting extra blankets on
but. is what he said our beds at night and enjoying a deFRECKLEb lb
50
iu substance.
lightfully cool breeze during the day.
LONG AS THEY DON'T COME
It came with such a shock when I The place to make a comfortable home
read it that I did not have time to is in the Great Sau Juan basin and
IN CLU5TER5 AN PUNCHES
take it down verbatim, but just said the best place in this best of places
as near as I could what Jorden said. is Farmington and vicinity. Hero
Is it possible that this is true and that jcrop
destroying drouths are unknown,
we have been going about at every fol, tllere ia atl abundance of water
EDITORIAL ROOMS 31
OFFICE 286
opportunity destroying a friend and i0I. irrigation. Here cyclones do nor
obliterating a blessing? Just stop and toraeHere fruits of all save the
think a moment. Don't you remember
PROBE TO THE BOTTOM.
and
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
grow in
u.pical
way back there in the east, when you a,mQance and perfection.
FLEAS ARE
Here
Often the most important results are achieved and the most startling
aa
cream
in
a
the
fly
Pitcher,
WORKER 'AN
sensations arise at the most unexpected moments, and from what seem to bo
Mrdg neyer Wow We are surrounded
we an am oiten, you jusi nauiraiiy
on all sides by the greatest mineral
trivial causes.
FRECKLES! Ill
fished him out and went on pouring
areas of the United States
Doubtless there were but few who attended the chamber of commerce
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
the cream on your strawberries? When producing
j if not the world.
In these coal, silver,
meeting on Tuesda night who looked for such developments as grew out of
he lit on your plate and crawled over
are
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
lead
and
zinc
the Street .letter published in the Xew Mexican on the afternoon preceding
gold,
copper,
iron,
your meat you just shooed him off reduced. What
r
a
more
was
circumstance.
could
I.
but
it
Central Location.
a
fortunate
the meeting,
very
and went on with meat eating and con
want? Farmington
The committee appointed by the president of the chamber of commerce
If he got into your cream
versation.
THOS. DORAN,
Large Sample Rooms.
to probe this question could not be improved upon, to carry out the work
now, you would throw it in the garouui
that is before them. The members are qualified from every standpoint and
Into
Oblivion.
bage, and you wouldn't eat the meat.
have not the qualities of quitters when they start in to accomplish results.
And isn't it queer that
No, indeed.
Octaviano A. Larrazolo, who bolted
Aside from this fact this committee is
The political elethere was less sickness then than the Democratic party before the first
JWf
JH:
!!!!,
now? And isn't it strange that we state election and joined hands with
ment is eliminated.
Francis C. Wilson is a Progressive, Levi A. Hughes
THE BYSTANDER
kids thrived on milk and cream in Bull Andrews, Bursum and the rest of
is a Republican, .lames V. Norment is a Democrat. Whatever the findings
of the committee may be no one can fairly say that they were political.
which the fly bathed and meat over that motley
SEES IT
because he 1
bunch,
AH that the people of Santa Fe ask from this committee 's a fair, thorwhich he perambulated?
Prom
thought he would have a ciiich on getHut 1 feel this way about it, anyough, searching investigation without fear and without favor.
to the pie counter, has not been
ting
BARRANCA
TAOS
way: r am going to swat every dog treated with that consideration by his
If there has been an attempt at bribery by any man, any association of
Sacrifice.
goned fly I see in the house or the new political friends that he thought 1 CH
men, or any combination, let the light be thrown upon their action. fully and
Meets
Both
North
South
We are told that self sacrifice is: office
1
ARLEYjGAISN,
or anywhere else, and Mr. Milo was due
let them pay the penalty under the law. If there is nothing in the insinua- one of the big things iu life. If so, the T'l
him, and he has had a sore
Bounds
fl
nliixr
anrl
ilia
in
tion of attempted corruption let that be as fully set forth and any sus- residents on Washington avenue and;
spot ever since he made the fatal
jf
Leaves Barranca on the arrival cl
European Plan.
an(, , wi 8wat
picion that has been aroused, demolished.
the guests at the De Vargas hotel are him and cuss at him. I don't know plunge, and now it is announced that 1
B
All Hours.
Meals
At
the north bound train and arrive at
The days when these methods can be carried on without discovery are
e
today--thwill
nation's
he
birthday
10
u
01
couui
u.g m,ag j understand how it was that the
m Elegant Rooms in Connec- - S
puicucing enougii
fast passing away. There is an insistent demand for a square deal. This is the
Taoa at 7 p. m.
launch a new political party in the
final summing up ot me s account. ;fly in (he cream an(J
the meat
j
B
tion. Steam Heat,
0)
the era cf publicity in public transactions and the demand for above-boarof
will
Fe
liter
Santa
that
city
just
miles shorter than any other
have your ear drums lapped hour!didn.t 1sed t0 make ug sjcki but
ho
do
j
Electric Lights and Baths, y Ten Good
dealings cannot be ignored.
hour with such excruciating ;know that x have a strong aver8ion ally wipe up the earth with everything (g
covered hacks and good
way.
The work devolving upon the committee is as important as any given jntter if that's what
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
music,
they call it, as :for uim alld win slay him wnen j can, that dares to oppose its progress.
DAY.
RATES:
PER
50c
75c
and
in
set
men
to any
of
many years. It may have unpleasant features connected
Larrazola had considerable influence B
the
air each successive won't you?
H furnished commercial men to take In
241 San Francisco Street.
with it, but it concerns a matter in which every citizen has a vital irterest. pierces on night
when he was in the Democratic party,
the vacant lot adjoining
evening
Near S. W. Corner Plaza, jp the surrounding towns. Wire Embudo
H
This water preposition has aroused opinions that are divergent, but
of
it
he
but
flopped the objects
Nusbaum property, is enough
station.
TLXC Cr ITNOP werewhen
there is no difference of opinion as to the duty of the investigating commit- the
so plain that both parties look mmmKmmmwmmmmwmm mi
I
UUI I
pile up a tremendous stock of self sac- tee. They should probe this matter to the very bottom.
upon him as a political place hunter,
rifice as an asset. We show this spirit
and he has lost the influence he once
for two reasons:
Like A Camel.
first, because we;
A fussy man reminds us of a camel had. His present struggles to regain
have to, and second, that a few kids
WILL NOT FORECLOSE.
Two months ago The New Mexican printed a report by one of its staff ard more grown people can ride a lot
always going around with his back a political foothold are pathetic, but
will end in his finally sinking Into pomen on conditions of the government irrigation projects, and ruffled the oi' wooden horses 'round and 'round up. Williard Record.
litical oblivion. Lakewood Progress.
For Repairing of All Kinds
Shot At Sunrise.
'feelings of interior department officials by calling I'ncle Sam a "hard land- in what appears to be an ecstacy of
"Shot at sunrise," continues a pop- In Metal and Wood
lord."
enjoyment.
It Is time to take back the harsh epithet. Uncle Sam through this same
GUNS,
BICYCLE,
department, is now doing his best to right the Bettlers' wrongs. Secretary only for an evening or two, or if the lots of regular fellows who are half
Lane has been investigating with an open mind, and the result appears in n r.iusic was not so agonizing, but think shot before midnight. Gallup Inde
LOCK, KEY and
of six successive nights of it! Then pendent.
statement just issued by him:
MACHINERY
of
The
standard high temperature
SPECIALTIES
I suppose there
Fire, Life, lAccident
is another reason
Beats Alfalfa.
"We have neea making money for land speculators and not homes
the past three days was in effect yes
for315
we
and
should
be
109
Sao
Francisco
Phoae
Plate aiass, Etc. Etc
J
is
why
a
St.,
patient
There
in
potato shortage
Eng
for farmers, on some of our projects.
also, the thermometer reachand self sacrificing. It is for land, and the price has gone up $2.59 terday
87 degrees. However the lowest
"f think that conditions justify special consideration being given to those bearing
ing
benefit of the church and that per ton. Here is a chance for Artesia
farmers who have gone upon these reclaimed lands and done their best to the
temperature yesterday was .59 deEUGENE NADEAU, PROPRIETOR,
should
be enough in itself, 1 appre- to make money. There is always a po- grees,
a
is
of
act
an
debtor
cultivate them. The notice given today
giving an average for the day
leniency toward
to
uot
who
those
but
do
have
hend,
tato
Former Master Mechanic
can
we
and
70
is
of
who is in difficulties."
shortage somewhere,
only
degrees. This average
ei.dure it from close proximity, cannot rr.ise so many potatoes to the square one
Sacramento Shaft, Bisbee. Arizona,
above the 41 year average
degree
City Property, Farms
The official notice mentioned gives relief to great numbers of settlers
understand all it really means. foot that we can ship them all over for July 8th.
who are behind on their water right, payments and have faced cancellation quite
Ranches, Orchards
We talk sometimes of a thing "getting the world and
yet pay a profit. This
of their claims after years of toil and privation. . It reduces to
There was also a few showers and
Land
on our nerves."
That's
this
what
Grants, Etc
beats
alfalfa.
Pecos
shipping
Valley thunder storms yesterday the total
their last building payment, the balance to be paid several years hence,
I News.
noise does. It makes one tired.
to 0.12 of an
and gives assurance that cancellation need not be feared this year.
amounting
precipitation
suppose though, that the time never
inch. The umidity because of the
More Important still, the secretary declares that he will urge upon con comes
Reaping Whirlwind.
when we do not. have to be
net
to
an
A great many Republican members showers averaged 68 per cent for the
limit
pass
gress
giving the settlers more than the present,
no
matter how old we are.
amused,
to pay up all the building charges.
are day.
The amusement or recreation takes 'of congress, past and present,
The low mark last night was 56 dein
to
Lane
seems
see
reclamation
a
this
work
human
reaping the whirlwind" for the un
Secretary
great
different forms; some like to play ten-Of
problem rather than a mass of red tape and precedents. If he continues along nis, some go fishing and others ride godly legislative favors extended the grees, and the lowest reported from
was
follows:
as
will
do
other
stations
he
more
this line,
than his immediate predecessors toward building wooden horses on the
protected interests
during recent the
Amarillo, 70; Bismarck, 60; Boise,
Americans.
up the arid west and making homes for
Telephone 194 W., Room 24
years. The Wilson administration has
o
56; Cheyenne, 58; Dodge City, 68;
on the good old Democratic
turned
Another Step.
LAUGHLIN BUILWNG,
The Best That Can be Bought I
Grand
54;
and
"Sons of Protec- Durango, 58; Flagstaff,
The point raised by Dr. Massie at searchlight, now the
(N AID OF SANTA FE.
ANY
Kansas
60;
AT
66;
Helena,
Junction,
PRICE
City,
tion" are
seeking and praying
- NEW MEXICO
SANTA FE
There were some remarks made at the chamber of commerce meeting the chamber of commerce the other fo;
"protection" from the sheriff. The 64; Lander, 60; Los Angeles, 64;
on Tuesday which are well worthy careful consideration.
Take
no
on
chances
either
night regarding our milk supply, i&l consensus of opinion is that the old
58; Phoenix, 80; Portland, 58;
They touched different phases of Santa Fe's interests and were along one of the most important thing:! for
when a small amount will give
Pueblo, 62; Rapid City, 72; Roseburg,
and greed Republican
princigraft
lines.
The
to
were
offered
referred
the
Rev.
J.
those
consideration
of
of
suggestions
by
the people
helpful
San
Roswell.
60;
60;
Salt
68;
Lake,
the protection that you
you
a
of
ple
high protective tariff has
Orattan Mythen and Judge A. J. Abbott.
Santa Fe.
Francisco, 54; Spokane, 60; Tonopah,
and when you do use inneed,
mila
and
"gone
gilmmering,"
ninety
Mr. Mythen urged publicity and Judge Abbott, told the value of good
I am glnd the doctor
surance
brought it up. lion Americans owe thanks to pro- 62; Winnemucca. 58.
get the best, as it is
roads.
We have all known of the typhoid bug
Forecast.
the cheapest, and
and its great
We had known of Miss Agnes Laut's question, "Why go to Fgypt"? and that it was a lover of milk as an gressive Democracy
For
Fe
ThreatSanta
and vicinity:
leader, Woodrow Wilson, for this benALWAYS SEE
We knew she used it on commenting on the advantages of New Mexico, abiding place, but as in
ening with local thunderstorms toeficial demise. Clayton News.
everything
it
Mr.
but until
last Tuesday night, telling of the incidents else in this world, we grow forgetful
or
Mythen spoke of
night
Friday.
Why So Interested.
For New Mexico: Local thunder- coming under his view, we had not quite realized that American physicians and careless and get to feeling that
If the tariff on sugar benefits orly
of the. east were advising to the extent they are, the emigration of our peo- however many evil and harmful bacilli
storms tonight or Friday.
me
ueet
is
the
grower,
wny
sugai
Office United States Bank Buildin;
ple to the far away lands across the sea.
Conditions.
there are in the world, they won't get magnate who has robbed the govern
(FIRST FLOOR)
This is not a desire on their part to expatriate our people, but because ub
A
in
rise
the
barometer
has
sharp
inent on weights at the customs and
who
occurred
since
they do not understand about New Mexico. They hold the mistaken Idea that
has
morning
purchased the InsurWednesday
The position taken by the Santa Fe the farmer on weights at sugar
the west is a barren, desolate waste and the towns places of somnolent quiet
ance Business of the L. A.
Mr.
so much interested in tha sugar over the North Pacific while a markcompany,
through
and vast solitude that would make a well person ill.
than Stern, in the few remarks made schedule that is now before congress? ed fall has occurred over the Dakotas.
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
To alter this impression should be the object of our publicity. We should by him at the
was fair and What great solicitude for the welfare and along the eastern slope of the
good companies, good!protectlon
meeting,
Rockies in Wyoming and Colorado.
let all the people of the east, physicians and patients, know that here can just, and showed the
right spirit. It! of the poor beet growing farmer the Centers of low
be found loveliness, health and happiness.
Let them know of the social was that of
barometer are present'
in any sugar magnate is hurling into the poNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Dakota and
life, of the glorious climate, the things to do and that bring contentment. movement that would aid in
Upon the correct answer to this
litical atmosphere at the present time. over western South
making
southern Arizona.
The message given at the meeting shows a field of publicity in which we our civic conditions the
Much cloudiness Department of the Interior,
"Beware
o
of
leaven
the
the
best
Again,
question will depend much of
possible.
can labor with profit. As a corollary to the suggestion of Mr. Mythen is
is
with
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
reported
moderately high
We are trying just now to make Pharisee." Should he win he will soon
the pleasure of your outing.
that of good roads made by Judge Abbott.
June 27, 1913.
Santa Fe's health properties an as- "draw himself apart" from his be- temperatures, and showers in South
New Mexico, eastWhy not avail yourself of the
Dakota,
Colorado,
About us are things to see as wonderful as those of Egypt. They present set such as is
Notice
Eliza
is
"We loved beet grower and "draw his skits
hereby given that
easily possible.
ern Arizona,
as great a mystery and they are among surroundings outstripping beyond have the
Montana,
Washington
assistance
of the undersigned,
beth W. Probert, widow of William
foundation upon which' to aside" that they may not come iu con- conception, the wonders of the far east. They are absolutely without a build. It, is one of the main elements
H. Probert, Jr., of 619 Smith St.,
one
of
Santa Fe's summer
the
18
PassmS favor threatening weather with thun,uttzaruB lnal
counterpart. Rut in a way, all these are valueless unless they can be made of publicity
Schenectedy, N. Y., who, on January
tour
by. Clayton Citizen.
so
With
His help will
proceedings.
specialists?
der
in
over
showers
section
access.
this
of
When they are made so, they are an admirable asset.
easy
12, 1911, made Homestead Entry No.
A Man's Job.
riuch in our favor iu
a health
cost you nothing, but you will
That these excellent suggestions will be acted Ujou is already assured, resort city of Santa Fe.making
NE
NE
for
NE
014779,
It is surprising how many men you
we want to do
find it Invaluable.
as the spirit of tho members of the chamber of commerce is aroused to the all we
W 12 SE 14
W 12 NE 14 NE
possibly can to add to those will find who look with contempt on
need of publicity first and accommodation afterward.
NE
W
NE
SE
NE
MAN
the
which
work
poultry-raisinof
we
and
have.
advantages
milking
already
o
.
El-IJ
SW
W
NE
NE
This spirit that is manifesting itself
on the farm as being beneath' the
BRIDE
WITH
SHOE
SE
SE 4 NE
S
SE
W
An eastern girl has just married the man who rescued her from an
lr the chamber of commerce and the dignity of a man something all
SE
SE
Sec. 24, T. 20 N R.
canoe. Probably one of these days she will be telling the judge that city council is
means right for the women folks but not
It
refreshing.
2 E., and S
S
NW
SW
ehe wants a separation because her former rescuer told her lie wished he better things and more
Lansing, Mich., July 10. Because
It worth a man's while, except as a side
people.
NE
SW
SE
had let her drown.
NW
he came home drunk with 80 cent3 SW
Colorado, Grand Canyon, Calimeans that Santa Fe is not to be re issue to grain raising.
n- NE
SW
NE
NE
SW
This may be true in localities where left out of his pay envelope of $3fi,
the Northwest Chicago,
fornia,
garded in the east as merely a "westNW
NW 4 NW
SE
If the girls only knew it they would not make too much of this new split ern town," without advantaees. and the growing of grain crops is a sure and spanked his bride of three
tha Northern Lake
Adirondacks,
SW
S
SW
NE
W
as
13
it
zest
North
of
the little exhibition that lias been bo uncivilized; a town of shacks and proposition, but in the dry regions of months, Seward Hulbert,
takes away just the
skirt,
or
the
SE
SW
Atlantic Coast
NE
20
Regions,
was
Township
sentenced to 90 days in tha
long been an attractive feature of street crossings on rainy days.
comfortless homes, but rather an
the southwest threre are too many streat,
North, Range 3 East, N. M. P. B. and
Detroit house of correction.
summer?
this
Resorts
a
in
involved
risks
to
city,
place where health
grain farming
It was shown in court that Hulbert Meridian, has filed notice ot Intention
A man in New York Is charged win stealing a dozen one dollar watches. reigns, where advantages are offered, justify a man in giving all his time to
his wife with a shoe. The to make five year proof, to establish
spanked
The taking of that much time is quite likely to result in an attempt to make a place in ail respects, where life is that work.
bride
clung to her husband's should- claim to the land above described.
time when the judge of the court gets through with him.
worth living.
On the other hand, cream-sellinInformation
about
is ers
Complete
when he was brought into the oerore u. s. Commissioner, John Al.
a
He Is Maligned.
the
and
surest
line
safest
absolutely
and
summer
fares
train
exander
service,
at
N.
court
room
and
Y.,
Schenectady,
cried bitterly.
and
A suspicion Is awakened by the chamber of commerce meeting on
The fly was created for a good pur oi! work on the farm, and the farmer
that of her witnesses before the regetc., aent promptly, If you
Tuesday and the revelations therein laid bare, that the Washington lobby is pose. He is clean in his habits
who realizes this and makes it his first
and
ister
and
The agonizing discomfort and sense
receiver, Santa Fe, N. M
not the only one in existence that needs to be probed.
not in any way poisonous or harmful concern, is the one who wins out. of
suffocation that accompany hay on August 11, 1913. '
0
but is a benefactor to our race as a Producing cream and poultry are a fever
Claimant names as witnesses:
and asthma may be greatly al
H. S. LUTZ, Afent,
In Illinois a woman must tell her age before Bhe is allowed to vote. scavenger and as a
E. M. Fenton, W. H. Rogers, Win- producer of nitrO' man's job, because they pay best and leviated by the use of Foley's Honey
If the regulation is enforced one or two things will happen. There will be a gen and oxygen.
are surest. Obar Progress.
fred
and
ot
Jemez
all
Tar
Bletcher,
has
sooth
a
It
Compound.
Springs,
collection of perjury cases or a very light vote- SANTA ' j
Wait a minute. Don't swat me. I
Why Not Come?
ing effect on the mucus linings, and N. M., and W. Garnett, of Senorito.
should have put quotation marks about
While three quarters of a hundred relieves the
N.
M.
sen
gasping and tickling
NEW MEXICO
Boise Penrose ot Pennsylvania is having the most strenuous time of his the above paragraph but didn't do it
people were dying from heat In one sation In the throat and bronchial
FRANCISCO DELQADO,
life.
because it Is not the .exact language day in the east, we of the
Sunny San tubes. The Capital Pharmacy.
Register.
X
of Prof. Milo
ot BuffaJo, N,
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SETTLERS COME
INTO MIMBRES
UALLEY RAPIDLY

spells, headache, bearing-dow- n
ure are nature's danger signals.
ilarity back of these calls for help,

snould have immediate care and attention.
female constitution soon breaks down.

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

ftCOOCOOOOOOOOOOttQOOO'DOOOOO

Saved Girl's Life

Otherwise the delicate

o

WANTS

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. J, A. P. & A. M.
FOR HUNT Furnished or un'itr
Regular communi- nished rooms. Call at New State Cife
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ea ana
when you can get them already printCMeoiifl
75c.
Sold
price
by
and
that
Druggist,
of
conLydia E. Pinkham Medicine
Island railways,
portion
ey's Honey and Tar Compound
to be pla"
ed at tbe New Mexican Printing com
for
Pills
Kcpuite
Hall's
dential) Iran, Mass. Your letterwilla tains no opiates, is healing and sooth- Otero county lying east of the EI
Take
The
the
sharks!"
Family
"The
sharks!,
answered
by
be opened, read and
s beyond the
pan.
Paso & Northeastern railway.
confidence. ing. The Capital
guard shouted in triumph. They were
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SOUTHWESTERN
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10, 1913.

Best Assorted Line ot
Embroidery Floss in White
and Colors, both in Silk and Cotton; also Crochet Cotton. D. M.
."""C"., Royal Society, and Princess.
Linen, Art Center-pieceStamped
Scarfs, etc

HUNTING WATER

Argued on Writ of Error.

July 30.
NEW MEXICO RAILROAD TAKES
ANOTHER
'o.,
Boston, New Mexico
Mining
Auto Delivery Every ilourl
Auto Deliverv Every Hour I
Santa Fe county.
STEP
IN ITS EFFORTS
TO SECURE
Development company vs. the UayaCon W lllctnv. Santa 1'V county.
USABLE WRTER FOR ITS TRAINS-FILAnother car of that famous EMPRESS FLOUR. The best money
do Land and Irrigation company, on
H.
Fe
J.
McManus, Santa
comity,
will buy, try it. A coupon packed in every sack good for valuable
appeal from Colfax county. The cane
SOCIALISTS OF QUAY
ON EAGLE CREEK.
Capitol Land ,t-- Townsite Co., San- - PROMINENT
was argued at the March term, but ta Fe
premiums, and besides this we are going to give to the boy or girl uncounty.
der 15 years of age, who collects the most of these coupons up to
INCORPORATE
COUNTY
FOR
QUARwan brought in now on u writ of
Wells Fargo & Co., Santa Fe counSOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
error,
Water application No. 783, filed in
September 15th a $30.00 bicycle and to the next highest a watch,
ty.
OF
COTER
BI6
MILLION
FOR
Boys and girls get busy, get your mother and your neighbors to
the oliice of the state engineer by the
M. A. Sliumard. Santa Fe comity.
use EMPRESS FLOUR.
Oil Company Incorporates.
El Paso & Rock Island railroad, marks This year, a movement was launched
Fe
L. Matthews. Santa
Mrs.
Ella
OPERATIVE EXPERIMENT
T lie Comanche Oil & Gas company
another
step in the efforts of that in favor of its erection at some other
county.
has liled Incorporation papers with
road to get good water for its use place. The only expressed objection
T. .Collingswood,
Mrs.
Cora
Santa
inthe state corporation commission. F. Fe county.
along its line in Guadalupe, Lincoln to the present site is that the loneNo. 4
this
mates are isolated and become
C. Wilson, Laughlin
building,
and Otero counties.
TRADE HOLDINGS FOR
J. W. Norment. Santa Fe county.
some. The Bedford home has been
city is named as the statutory agent
Alamogordo water was used for a in existence ten
July 31.
years. Bedford, Ind.,
of the concern. The new company is
vs. S. G.
A. B. Baca, assessor,
STOCK IN COMPANY line when the line was known as the
offered a $250,000 site to the
incorporated for $250,000 divided into liaca, Socorro county,
but, it ate out the flues today
Northeastern,
Ul.no shares, and starts business with
A. B. Baca, assessor, vs. S. G. Baca,
in the boilers so rapidly that the en- grand lodge.
A per capita tax of 25 cents will be
$2,000 paid in. The incorporators are Socorro
comThe
Investment
county.
gines were continually out of order,
Chas. G. Wilfong, Addison R. May, and
The Ozark Smelting & Mining Co., pany of Tucumcari, is the title of a many times going "dead" while pull- levied on the members of subordinate
Daniel L. Evans ali of Philadelphia.
lodges, giving approximately $105,000
new corporation which filed its papers ing trains between stations.
Socorro county.
to apply on the cost of the new home.
&
with the state corporation commisDevelopmounSmelting
of
a
pure
Then
securing
plan
At the night session, which lasted
Testing Mooted Point,
ment Co., Socorro county.
sion this morning, but there is noth- tain water and piping it miles and
H. C, Devore, a prisoner at the state
Max H. Montoya, Socorro county. ing in that name to indicate the fact miles from the headwaters of the until nearly midnight, a report was
made on the proposal for a tubercupenitentiary, sentenced to serve from
Lyons & Campbell. Socorro county. that New Mexico is probably going Hondo river to and along the railroad
ten to twelve years for what is known
Southwestern Milling & Electric to have a Brook Farm, such as Haw- to the various stations was evolved losis home for Elks. Grand Secretary
as prison break, is the central figure Co., Socorro County.
thorne made famous, or another soc and thousands of dollars was spent in Fred C. Robinson of Dubuque, Iowa,
declined to make public the report.
in a writ of habeas corafternoon
&
this
ialistic
Electric
Southwestern
Milling
community such as flourished this project. Water rights on the upNON-KIN- Ki
Raymond Benjamin, of San Fran
at Ruskin, Tennessee, for years. Such,
pus brought before the supreme coiirt Co.. Socorro County.
redand
a
per Hondo were acquired
to test a certain very hazy law point.
Southwestern Milling & Electric however, is the case, as a perusal of wood pipe line laid that brought the cisco, chairman of the judiciary com
novnro and two others broke out of Co., Socorro County.
mittee reported on a codification of
the incorporation papers proves, while water to the railroad.
laws relating to the filing of charges
the Alamogordo jail some time last
additional details were supplied
Melvin Swapp, Socorro county.
by
is the best that can
had
service
But the reclamation
subordinate
against members of
State Senator C. H. AJldredge of Tuyear, and were caught the same day.be produced. It is
August 1.
built what was called the Hondo dam i0dges and the new code was adopted.
E. L. Medler of the third judifor
Judge
Willie
Torrance
the
cumcari,
company,
county.
attorney
Elgin,
Boston
made by the
at Roswell, and for some reason tne
cial district, sentenced them all to
New Mexico Fuel & Iron Co., Tor- who is in the city today.
Woven Hose& Rubdam has never been a success since MORE DELAY FOR
terms in the state penitentiary, the ranee county.
com
The
Investment
ber Co., the largest
was built, principally for the reason
it
CURRENCY LEGISLATION
of which Devore drew. It is
loncest
R.
TorR.
Central
New
Mexico
Co.,
pany will have a capital stock of that not enough water had come down
in the world. NON-KIN- K
said they were technically sentenced rance county.
D. C, July 10 CurWashington,
divided
2500 shares at
into
$2.10,000,
was
to fill it. Some say it
is a superior
for what is called prison break, arisreform encountered renewed
First Snv. Bk. & Trust. Co., of A- $100 each. It starts business with the Hondo
rency
an engineering mistake, some say
common
moulded pure
ing from the old English
delay today in the senate committee
lbuquerque, Torrance county.
The incorporators Southwestern
$4500 subscribed.
railroad was taking out when Chairman Owen endeavored to
Para Rubber.
law, but that there is nothing in the
T. E. Mitchell, TTnion county.
who hold five shares apiece are A. P.
train uses that the have the administration bill taken up
New Mexico statutes warranting such
Sam Morrow & Sons, Union county. Marcus of Norton, E. B. Sprinkle of so much for its
but.
the fact re- for immediate consideration.
was
left
dam
dry
a sentence claim Devore's attorneys
ObjectTTnion
L.
E.
Mrs.
county. McAllister, W. H. Rush of Norton,
Gallegos,
is now a suit in the ions to the
there
that
this aft- mains
tested
case
is
and
the
being
opening of the currency
Quiteria G. Trujillo, Union county. LeRoy Welch of Norton, .1. J. Averv federal court between the reclamation
Red Color
question while the tariff bill is pendof Tucumcari, J. R. Potter of Dodson,
August 2.
and a Popular
and the railroad over the
& Irriga- A. S. Hickerson of Loyd, John Eslin-ge- r service
Ranch
The
Eklund
Hotel
ing resulted in an adjournment with
Seller with
Hondo waters which has not been no definite plan in view for consideracalendar showing tion Co., Union county.
The following
of Dodson and Lorette B. Welch
us for 5 years.
settled yet.
tion of the bill.
the date of hearing of complainants
Leocadio Vigil, Union county.
of Norton.
PoBslbly anticipating that this suit
Fully Guarbefore the State Board 'of EqualizaThe John Becker Co., Valencia
The directors are A. S. Dickerson,
tie up the Hondo source of sup
anteed and
tion has been prepared, commencing county.
who is also president, LeRoy Welch, might
ply work was started on June 6th by
an Extra Good
B. F. Burt, Valencia county.
July 21st.
31
and
J.
secretary and, treasurer,
to secure water from the
July 21 and 22, 1913.
Valencia Avery, J. R. Potter and W. H. Rush. the railroad
American Lumber
Co.,
Quality.
in Eagle creek in Lincoln
supply
Santa Fe Pacilic Ry. Co., San Juan county.
LeRoy .Welch is also named as the county. The application filed today
county.
S. B. Day, Valencia county.
statutory agent, of the new
refers to this proposition. The road
New Mexico & Arizona Land Co.,
John Becker, Valencia county.
plans to build a dam on upper Eagle
San Juan County.
It is urged that each county be
Every one of the above men are So creek in the south central part of LinColorado & Southern Ry. Co., Union represented before the board by some
cialists, some of them quite promi coln county, miles from the railroad,
county.
county officer, assessor, or commis- nent in state politics, LeRoy Welch
and through a 16 inch pipe carrying
Denver & Rio Grande R. R. Co., sioner or by its district attorney or
having been a candidate for president- eight cubic feet per second convey
San Juan county.
in
the
order that
interests of ial elector in 1912 on the Socialistic sufficient
both,
pure mountain water to the
Western Union Telegraph Co., Gen- the county may be properly protected
ticket, and a candidate for state sen- railroad for the use of its trains. The
eral.
BUSator from Quay county in the state estimated cost of the project is
A. G. McCoy, Assessor, vs. Farming-toin 1911. Also Potter was a
election
the
and
etc.,
by
plans,
prepared
and Aztec, San Juan county.
candidate for sheriff; Eslinger for as- company's engineer, are on file in the
J. W. Glaister, et al., La Plata ValCray-ra- ft
sessor, and Avery for clerk, all on the state engineer's office.
ley, San Juan county.
Socialistic county ticket in 1911.
IN TELEPHONING
And any other matters which may
The proposed idea which will be
The New Mexican, if your business
be presented by railroads and teleout as rapidly as possible ac- ELKS HOLD BIG
carried
or
is
about
advertising, subscriptions
graph companies.
ob work, please call up "286."
If cording to their attorney, C. H.
23.
MARCHING CLUB
July
is to pool the interests of
you wish to speak to the editor or give
Jacob Korber, Bernalillo county.
PARADE TODAV
"
of
in
the
340
odd
"31
everyone
Socialists
Bernalillo any news, please phone
Sieefried
Grunsfeld,
him stock
county,
by
trading
(uay
county.
The sooner you buy a B. B. B. Pipe it. the new company for his land and
Elks
N. Y July 10
Rochester,
American National Bank, Roswell,
and cake box tobacco, the sooner you improvements.
An appraising com from nearbly towns and cities in the
PenChaves county.
Q. SARGENT,
First National Bank, Roswell, Cha- will have pipe satisfaction. Zook's mittee of three will be named from state poured into Rochester early this
Pharmacy.
among the directors, and as fast as a morning for the big spectacular day
ves county.
W. H. MENDENHALL,
Wouldn't That Jar You? Frank r.ian s holdings can be appraised, he of the Forty-NintGrand
enAnnual
Roswell,
Citizens National bank,
Keefe made that remark today. It's will deed it to the company at the ap Lodge Reunion of the order. A pa
Chaves county.
Dexter State bank, Dexter, Chaves in relation to the Modern Grocery, too. praised price in exchange for shares rade of marching clubs, patriots and
Don't fail to read his timely comment of stock in the company. Then it is bands, was scheduled with competi
The De Vargas will be remodelled in the Spanish style and
county.
iu new ad today.
Liebelt Land Co., Curry county.
planned to work all the land thus ac- tive drills for prize and band concerts
Mansfield-Claibornnewly furnished throughout; also freshly painted and
Lost, Wednesday night, navy blue quired in a community basis, the com- in Genesee Valley Park.
Co., Curry counThe business session of the Grand
Return pany farming it all, all the men workjacket, white lace collar.
ty.
papered. Many private baths and all the comopened with a session of sorLodge
liberal
this
24.
reward.
office,
on
an
in
and
ing
equal basis,
July
sharing
hotel.
aprow in memory of Charles C. Schmidt,
forts of a first-claFOR SALE AH kinds of building the profits equally.
The Mountain States Tel. & Tel.
lumber. 814 Galisteo Btreet.
BookIt is said the company also plans a member of the board of grand
Co., Grant county.
Hatchet Cattle Co., Grant county.
Meeting Tonight The regular meet- irrigation developments
on a larger trustees, who died last October. The
Silver City Lodge No. 8, A. F. & ing of the Epworth League will be scale than any of the individual mem- questions of establishing a tuberculosis home and granting a charter to
held this evening at S o'clock in the bers to handle in order to
A. M;, Grant county.
bring more a Honolulu lodge remained to be set
Methodist of the land under cultivation.
Silver City Elks Asso., Grant coun- parlors of St. John's
tied.
church.
A large attendance
is rety.
One thing which will probably work
The grand lodge of Elks, accepted
John W. Converse, Grant county.
a hardship is the fact that not all the
quested.
San Vicenti Cattle company, Grant
Our tooth brushes represent ex- holdings of the different stockholders the $260,000 bid of a Salt Lake City
treme values. They are carefully adjoin, so that there will be scattered contractor and will build a new nacounty.
Gila Farm Co., Grant county.
made. Bristles will not come out. farms over the county which will re- tional home. Whether the home shall
be on the site of the present home in
Chino Copper Co., Grant county.
We buy them direct from best imquire more expense for operating than Bedford, Va., or elsewhere, rests with
25.
Zook's
porters.
July
Pharmacy,
if it were all in one body. Fortunate- the national home commission,
of
Wanted, a position by American ly, however, around Norton, Dodson which
Harry C. James, American Group of
Sola Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Garry Herrmann of Cincinnati
woman as housekeeper, cook or com- end
Mines, Grant county.
lyoyd there are many Socialists' is chairman.
Muir & Baker, Grant county.
panion nurse. Intelligent, speaks sev- holding adjoining farms and these will
Discussion of the report of Mr. FACUNDO ORTIZ, OWNER
UFaIFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, tardea & field seeds ia balk and packages
John S. Swift Real Estate & Inv. eral languages, musician,
or
plain
all be consolidated.
It is said the Herrmann on plans for the home oc
Co., Grant county.
Excellent
references.
fancy sewing.
Driver, Celso Ortiz.
the cupied all the afternoon . session yesFe
D. H. Tulloch, Grant county.
Has son, 15 years old, for chores, gar- plan contemplates consolidating
The only exclusive grain house in
entire
of the company as terday. For three consecutive years
holdings
R. Winkler, Grant county.
or
den
any light work. Address X. Y. soon as
Courteous and Prompt Treat-me- at
the commission ftad reported in favor
possible.
Z. New Mexican.
July 26.
The
nine
men
who
on
home
old
the
the
site,
of
Accorded All.
erecting
incorporated
A. N. LeTester, Guadalupe county.
Gonzales Funeral
Today At the
Phone Black W. B. Giddings, Guadalupe county. funeral of Manuel Gonzales held this each turned in 40 acres for five shares
Phone Black
in the company, it is said, for the purS. C. Rea, Guadalupe county.
morning and whose death occurred
A. H. Souter, Guadalupe county.
at Wichita, Kansas, on the 2nd of pose of launching the project
The proposed plan and its subse
Pedro Romero, assessor, vs. Lucero, July, the following persons served as
quent working will no doubt be watch
Chaves, et al, Guadalupe county.
pall bearers: Ramon Alarid, Henry ed
with interest by communistically
Pedro Romero, assessor, vs. Sena, G. Alarid, Antonio Barela, Fermln Pa
Bf
Casaus, et al., Guadalupe county.
dilla, Benito Alarid and Patricio Gar inclined persons all over the United
16 Room Modern
House, Fine Shade, (Three
J. F. Gragg, Guadalupe county.
i ne nrst three named were States. Experiments of this sort have
cia,
H. B. & Joe Dobbins, Guadalupe schoolmates of the deceased at the been tried dozens of times in all counCompartments).
4 Room Frame House, 218 Feet Front, Fine Fruit and Shade
Chiloco school, Oklahoma.
The fun tries, and so far no one of them has
county.
Trees.
Sam Sorrels, Guadalupe county.
eral was largely attended by friends been an unqualified success, although
5 Room Modern Bungalow, with out buildings.
and relatives of the deceased.
pronting by the mistakes of others
Virgil Hill, Guadalupe county.
All of the above are rented and paying good Interest on InvestRlcardo Chaves, Guadalupe county.
It is of paramount importance when each succeeding effort has probably
'
J. I. & L. Klamroth,
Guadalupe you have a prescription filled that you succeeded better than most of its sucment, can make terms to suit purchaser.
secure drugs of known strength and cessors. This much has been develFOR RENT Beautiful new brick house, modern, 8 rooms,
county.
P. M. Armstrong, Guadalupe coun- purity.
We fill your prescriptions oped from the history of previous efbath, range, shades, nice yard, garage, finest location, southeast
with the best drugs and chemicals.
forts along this line, and that is comcorner Capitol, will make long lease.
ty.
Zook's Pharmacy.
H. G. Burt, Guadalupe county.
munities having not only common poLos Trabajadores will meet at the litical views but also common religW. T. White & Co.. Guadalupe counM.
home of Miss Grace Stauffer, Friday ious views usually succeed better than
ty.
115 East Dc Vargas Street.
Phone I2J J
Mrs. Alice J. Calhoun, Guadalupe afternoon July 11th, at 2:30 o'clock. those organized along straight politi
Plaza
Celso
county,
Lights Mayor
Lopez cal.
this morning made an inspection of
ty.
W. G. Vandeveer, Guadalupe cottn-W- . the work so far completed of the elecTUITION FEES.
A. Conger, Guadalupe county.
tric lighting system to be installed in
New Mexico.
J. H. Easley, Guadalupe county.
the plaza and found the same entirely
One hour, dictation,
for speed in
Klmer Miller, Guadalupe county.
satisfactory. The electricians are to- shorthand, (viva voce) $1.25.
C. T. Wilson, Jr., Guadalupe counOne hour, dictation,
day busy completing the wiring, and
any system,
it is expected that the iron posts will (phonograph)
ty.
$1.00.
I
of
Colonies
Las
Owners
Ditch, be in place and the current turned on
AM TOO
Five hours, dictation, for speed in
TALK
EXHAUSTED
TO
"WHEW! IT'S HOT,
within the next few days. This plan shorthand, one hour dally,
ME FOR A SCREENED
Guadalupe county.
HARDWARE.
PORCH, A HAMMOCK,
(phono
Wedding Boquets.
of lighting up the old plaza will add graph) $4.00.
a fan and as much Ice cream as I can contain. I feel sorry for you
July 28.
Designs and Floral Decorations.
Agtta Negra Live Stock Co.. Guada- to the beauty of the city and is just
if you haven't got a freezer; it's no luxury, it's a downright necesTeaching, any one subject, per
another step iu the ladder to the "City hour $1.25.
lupe county.
sity. The Reliable Hardware Co., have several patterns that do
THE CLARENDON GARDEN
.
Phone 12. fitft
M.
Paulo
Machine practice, or private letter
Jaramillo, Guadalupe Beautiful."
the work easily. They keep the Ice bill down.
county.
writing, any make, per hour $0.25.
They have lots of other seasonable things at reasonable prices:
Preston Beck Grant, A. A. Jones, RECOUNT OF VOTES
Per week, five hours daily, five days
Lemon Squeezers, Ice Shavers. Flreless
lee Picks, Refrigerators,
DOES NOT CHANGE RESULT week tuition $6.00.
receiver, Guadalupe county.
Cookers, Etc. The heat does not Interfere with their delivery. OrAmerican Lumber Co.,
Denver, July 10.- - The recount of
Per month, five hours dally, Ave
McKinley
der all you want and take it easy.
' ballots resulting from Hamilton Arm- days week, tuition $20.00.
county.
They'll demonstrate any of their goods, but better go there in the
strong's contest of the election of Life scholarship for shorthand, type
July 28.
morning, it'll be cooler and no rush.
La Cueva Ranch Co., Mora county. Alexander Nlsbet as commissioner of writing, spelling $100.00.
Hope to see you soon at
J3
PHONE 85 MAIN.
C. E. Anderson, Mora county.
Life scholarship for above, and any
safety was completed in the counHerman C. Lincoln, Mora county. ty court today. Nisbet retains the and all commercial subjects, or ten of
office with a plurality of 39 votes the subjects named:
Hugo Seaberg, Mora county.
Bookkeeping,
The former official count gave Nisbet arithmetic,
J. W. Ethredge, Mora county.
banking,
advertising,
SWASTIKA LUMP
Alamogordo Lumber Co., Otero a plurality of 87. The ballot boxes in credit, science, civil service, commer
FACTORY WOOD
86 precincts were opened and the bal- cial law, English, Spanish, elocution,
county.
CERRILLOS
LUMP
SAWED
WOOD
&
lots
Tr.
Sav.
Bk.
court.
Co., AlbuquerFirst
recounted before the
insurance, normal, public speaking,
STEAM
COAL
CORD
WOOD
penmanship,
que,. Sandoval county.
salesmanship, system,
Work for the New Mexican. It Is voice culture $250.00.
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
First National Bank of Santa Fe,
THE
Santa Fe county.
working for you, for Santa F and
Montezuma Avenue, near A, T, & S. F. Railroad Depot.
SANTA FE BUSINESS COLLEGE
Frank J. Lavan, Santa Fe county. the new state.

the supreme court today ,in being argued tlie oHtte of the Farmers
In
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Prepare Now!
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RUBBER

j
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ly

DANDY

7-P-

LY

WRAPPED
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RAISE

Santa Fe Hardware

&

Supply Co.

To raise this quickly

for new desks, paint
ing, decorating, etc., for
the new premises of

$56,-12-

It was The Palace Hotel,

LOCAL ITEMS.

the SANTA FE

INESS COLLEGE(the

same stairs as
the photographer)
the cash fee for a life

it is nsrow
THE DE VARGAS
W.

$300

scholarship for Shorthand, Blindhand Typewriting, Spelling and

Punctuation and
manship will be $95

Proprietor.
Business Manager.

instead of $150, if
rolled before the 17th

h

inst.,next Thursday.

These much reduced
terms offered to the
first three suitable
plicants only.
keeping $75 instead of
$100. No books to buy
to those who enroll
within 7 days.
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WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

HACK No. O.

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

at the Plaza,

Always

Santa

45

LEO HERSCH

45

j BARGAINS IN CITY
Brick-Adob-

GEO.

PROPERTY

(

e

KINSELL, SANTA FE, N. M.

Cut Flowers

( :;. jgTBiTIeWniD

Your Reliable Hardware Store.

I1H

A

CAPITAL COAL YARD
goal XFS&tit Wood
SIZES.

